Dudley No. 2 Canal
Feasibility of Restoring a
220-year-old Birmingham Canal
from Selly Oak to California

This Study was mainly funded by the Heritage Lottery Fund. The Lapal Canal Trust
has also received grants and donations from the Headley Trust, the GJW Turner
Trust, Henry James Sayer Charity, Worcester Birmingham & Droitwich Canal
Society, Inland Waterways Association, and members of the Lapal Canal Trust.

(Extracts from Lapal Canal Trust Facebook page www.Facebook.com/lapalcanaltrust
and www.lapal.org have been added to this report)
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The Lapal Canal Trust is a registered charity (No 1013845) and non-profit limited company
(Reg No 2721675) established in 1990 to restore the closed section of the Dudley No 2 Canal. It works
very closely with the four other local canal societies, , Birmingham Canal Navigation Society, Worcester
Birmingham & Droitwich Canal Society, Coombswood Canal Trust, and the local branch of the Inland
Waterways Association. It also works with other local community groups and has wide support
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1. Introduction and Summary
This report was commissioned by the Lapal Canal Trust to advise on the feasibility and cost of
restoring the Dudley No. 2 Canal between Harborne Road and Barnes Hill (California).
The report presents to local authorities, public and private bodies, funding agencies and other
interested parties the value of restoration, and thus contains a range of studies of significance
to the project.
The proposed restoration presented in this report draws together proposals identified in
various studies. and focuses on the length of canal described. The Atkins report of 2007
recommended not to reopen the tunnel, but to use locks to take the canal over the hill through
Woodgate Valley Park, this would allow many more people to benefit from the canal. The
decision to use the route through the park makes possible the proposal to build the marina
some nine metres higher than the historic canal level.
The report reviews the engineering and cost of restoring five identifiable sections. The
restoration is feasible and the value of the social benefits to the community is greater than the
cost; the restoration once completed will be self-financing with future maintenance cost
covered by income from boat moorings. Many people would benefit from the canal. such as
residents, youth groups, pedestrians and walkers, cyclists, anglers and boaters,
There are no habitat issues but significant opportunities for environmental enhancement from
the creation of a wild life corridor, reintroducing the many species found along a canal route.
Thus creating an area the local community can enjoy and have a stake in. The current habitat is
largely unmanaged and of poor quality, it is degraded through want of a beneficial use, and
ends up being strangled by undergrowth and fly-tipping.
The restoration of the Dudley No 2 Canal provides a significant number of opportunities to meet
the objectives identified within the policy framework set by the Birmingham Development Plan.
A restored canal would meet the Plan’s aims to restore heritage features, something which will
be secured through development proposals where appropriate. With all this in mind it can be
concluded that the planning policy framework for restoration of the Dudley No 2 Canal is highly
favourable, especially at the local planning authority level.
The study identifies potential sources of funds and the Lapal Canal Trust has also commissioned
a specialist consultant to advise on funding. Having received the best possible advice, the Trust
is well positioned to raise the funds needed, but clearly it will be a difficult and time-consuming
task.
This study considers the wider social and economic benefits and explains how the restored
canal will boost the local economy by providing new destinations and helping to enhance the
Weoley castle site as a tourist destination. Generally, the use of canals is increasing with more
boats being built and registered.
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The study which includes a detailed review of the canal’s history recommends the use of
numerous interpretation boards to explain the local history and the industrial heritage of the
canal which has shaped Selly Oak. The study also recommends the provision of a shared surface
towpath, suitable for all users including wheelchairs, with seating benches provided at
reasonably regular intervals.
Canal restoration can help facilitate a wide variety of benefits to their local areas including:
•
facilitating housing growth and renewal - by unlocking land due to increased property
values associated with waterfronts.
•
providing options for sustainable transport - towpaths, well designed or suitably
adapted, providing excellent off-road walking and cycle routes.
•
place-making, place-shaping and becoming a catalyst for urban renaissance - canals can
add to local character and distinctiveness and instigate investment.
•
stimulating and the visitor economy, sustainable tourism and recreation - by improving
the attractiveness of an area, be a draw in themselves and helping to link attractions.
•
Improving health and well-being - by providing attractive locations for exercise and an
environment that is conductive to reducing stress.
•
Mitigating the impact of climate change - through carbon reduction/sink, drainage and
flood management and improving biodiversity and environmental sustainability.

The conclusions of this feasibility study may be found on p43/44 , and a summary of planning
implications on p65, which together with the various illustrations form the essence of the
currently proposed project.
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2. Restoration Proposals.
The length of canal described in this report forms the eastern end of the original Dudley No.2
Canal, which was still in use until the 1930's, after the rest of the canal ceased working due to
the collapse of the Lapal Tunnel in 1917. This long tunnel had linked it to Halesowen, Dudley
and the Black Country since 1798.
The route can be divided into 5 stages, from Worcester Birmingham canal to Harborne Lane
Bridge, crossing Selly Oak Park, thence to Bottetourt Road, Bottetourt Road to the east end of
the proposed marina and then the marina itself.
The route through Battery Park, Selly Oak was within a disused Industrial area, inaccessible and
unavailable. This was unfortunate as this is the first length from the Worcester and Birmingham
Canal and thus separated the largely unobstructed length between Selly Oak Park and Weoley
Castle from the main canal system. However, the development of the Selly Oak Shopping Park
has cleared the path for the canal, thus allowing Selly Oak Park to be reconnected to the canal
system.
The route through the Selly Oak Shopping Park required the developer to leave the corridor
clear and to undertake basic preparatory works as part of the development, thus whilst the
waterway has not been reinstated the canal can be recreated without the need to alter the new
development.
The canal route from Selly Oak to the Lapal Tunnel entrance is filled in but generally
unobstructed.
The study is part of an overall scheme promoted by the Lapal Canal Trust for restoration from
the Worcester and Birmingham Canal at Selly Oak to the Dudley No.2 Canal at Hawne Basin,
Halesowen (This is covered by the Atkins 2007 Feasibility Study). Both ends are part of the
“Birmingham level” of canal as was the entire Dudley No 2 Canal when it was opened in 1798.
The canal once passed through a two-mile tunnel at Lapal Farm, this tunnel does not feature in
the restoration scheme, instead the proposal is to go over the hill through Woodgate Valley
Country Park.

2.1 From the Worcester Birmingham Canal to the Harborne Lane Bridge.
This key 340m length of canal is being developed partly under the terms of a section 106
agreement between Birmingham City Council and Harvest. Harvest is a company formed by
Landsec (in charge of the contract and the builders) and Sainsbury’s (the main occupier). There
are two elements an 18-storey student accommodation block recently sold to Unite for £34m
and the retail park recently sold to M&G Real Estate for £94m.
Under the 106 agreement Harvest is committed to spend £2,904K on Canal Works, this includes
a disabled compliant bridge over the Worcester and Birmingham Canal, estimated to cost £900K
with the remainder allocated to sheet metal pile both sides of the canal and the winding hole,
and to build a concrete channel under the goods delivery yard, referred to as the undercroft.
Any underspend is paid to the council. In addition, £500K is made available to a Canal
Procurement Entity to complete the work. Landsec advised that since this is an index
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linked payment should be around £650K. This money is lost if the work has not started by 2025,
i.e. within 7 years of the opening of the retail park. It is proposed that the Lapal Canal Trust
could become the Canal Procurement Entity, in order to progress this part of the works.
Under the terms of the 106 agreement the Canal Procurement Entity must demonstrate that it
has the funding and permission in place before work can start. Main permissions are from the
Birmingham Planning Department and Canal & River Trust to access the canal and to provide
the water needed. Also, agreement is needed with the Sky and Cadent to lower the optical cable
and the Gas main under the Worcester Birmingham canal tow path.
The Canal Procurement Entity is responsible for removal of the soil from the canal channel and
winding hole, making the canal and winding hole waterproof, building the tow path, lowering
of services under the tow path, and the swing bridge. (winding hole is the name used for a canal
section wide enough for boats to turn)
To date the Lapal Canal Trust has applied for planning permission for both the canal channel
and the swing bridge. Landsec is applying for permission for the winding hole. CRT in addition
to being the owner of the Worcester and Birmingham Canal is also a statutory consultee and
their approval to the design is required.
Discussion on permission from the Canal and River Trust, for the canal route, moorings, water
access and the winding hole has started. The application is being treated as a Marina so that
everything is included Ref NM 601.
Drawing submitted with planning application 2017 / 02943 / PA
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Drawing of swing bridge submitted with Planning application 2017/ 07900 /PA

Based on a Landsec 2018 drawing with canal added

2.2 Selly Oak Park
From Harborne Road to the Western end of Selly Oak Park the canal is existent as a channel,
partly dry, that has the park on the southern side and housing on the northern side. Harborne
Wharf and the adjacent bridge carrying a footpath into the park is largely restored and the
subject of current renovation works by the Canal Trust
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The route through Selly Oak park has been subject of a laser survey, details of which are
included in Appendix 1

Figure 1 – Selly Oak Park Bridge, to be renovated as part of the restoration
In this length the canal bed is largely extant and needs to be re-profiled and made watertight –
for the purpose of this report it has been assumed that the original puddle clay lining is probably
damaged beyond repair and an alternative lining will be needed. In fact, when Harborne Wharf
was excavated and bore holes made the puddle clay lining has proved to be useable There is
also a storm culvert in the canal bed designed to ensure the dry canal has flood storage capacity,
this drain is incompatible with restoration. Once the canal is linked back to the Birmingham
Level at Selly Oak flood storage capacity won’t be an issue and this can safely be removed.
The historic towpath was on the north bank, but for modern day leisure use it would be better
on the south bank as part of the park rather than the north bank against private gardens. The
towpath will need to be carried across the canal on the existing (and historic) bridge carrying
the access route into the park from Harborne Lane. A few visitor moorings would be created
on the south bank along the towpath whilst private moorings could be created on the north
side.

Figure 2 – Restoration plan of the canal from Harborne Wharf to the west end of Selly Oak
Park – canal drawing from Atkins Study.
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2.3 Selly Oak Park to Bottetourt Road
From the western end of Selly Oak Park to Bottetourt Road the canal is filled in to a greater or
lesser extent, but the route survives unobstructed save for footpath crossings and a more
substantial footway and cycleway crossing at Bottetourt Road itself. The carriageway does not
cross the canal but forms a cul-de-sac to either side. In this length the canal also crossed the
Bourne Brook/Stonehouse Brook, which is now in a concrete channel crossed by the footpath
following the canal line.
From the Stonehouse Brook the topographical survey shows the canal starts to rise from the
138m level of the Birmingham Canal level at Selly Oak to around 145m at Somery Road (on the
next section to be described, the change is so gentle that it isn’t that obvious without the benefit
of the survey. We know that the canal carried on at the 138m level all the way to Halesowen,
and thus must conclude that the canal is not so much filled in as overfilled in this length.
(Topographical Survey Appendix 2)
Immediately east of the Stonehouse Brook, and then between the Stonehouse Brook and
Bottetourt Road, the available corridor widens out on the south side of the canal line, creating
an opportunity for moorings and habitat creation. Alternatively, in discussion with the local
community some housing might be preferred.

Figure 3 – Habitat and moorings at Stonehouse Brook (plan also included A4 in appendix 10)
Along this length the canal will need to be excavated, reprofiled and made watertight – as with
the length through Selly Oak Park we have costed on the basis that the puddle clay is probably
damaged beyond repair and a new lining will be needed. New footpath/cycleway crossings will
be required as will a new aqueduct over the Stonehouse Brook. A properly surfaced towpath
11
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will be required, starting on the south side but transferring to the north where the path linking
Corisande Road to the south and Natley Grove to the north crosses the canal. This is a possible
location for a lift bridge replica of the bridge located in this area before the canal closed.

Figure 4 – Footpaths that will be accommodated between Selly Oak Park and Bottetourt Road
(source, Lapal Canal Trust Appendix 3)

2.4 Bottetourt Road to east end of proposed Marina
The path is on the south side of the alignment, close to the remains of Weoley Castle and slightly
above. Whilst levels in the castle grounds have not been taken it is reasonable to assume that
this elevation is due to the overfilling mentioned earlier. Upon reaching Somery Road Bridge,
the canal line is so overfilled that the top of the arch is not visible, and it is only through historic
photos that we know the elevation of this bridge as it is buried. Old photographs show that
Somery Road Bridge crossed a cutting some 5-6m deep, which would account for the level of
the bridge deck relative to the fill.

Figure 5 – Somery Road Bridge before the canal closed – this photograph is taken from the
west, approximately where the lower gates of the proposed 3 rise staircase will be
12
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Along this length the canal will need to be excavated, reprofiled and made watertight – as with
the length through Selly Oak Park we have assumed that the puddle clay is probably damaged
beyond repair and a new lining will be needed.
Shortly before Somery Road Bridge the remains of Weoley Castle lie on the south side of the
canal – whilst not a major visitor attraction this is the type of feature that is of interest to canal
users whether they be walkers, cyclists or boaters and the opportunity should be taken to
encourage canal users to stop here. Also, west of Somery Lane Bridge the canal will start to
climb towards Lapal, boaters not mooring in the marina may wish to turn here and when the
entire through route is completed boaters may wish to stop here before or after transiting the
summit. Visitor moorings and a winding hole (wider area for boats to turn) should be created
to maximise the opportunities for visitors and the economic benefits to the local economy.
Adjacent to the Castle ruins the available corridor is wider than is necessary for transit, and we
recommend that canal be widened out to facilitate mooring and that the area between the back
of the gardens on Paganel Road be developed as a community habitat area or for social housing
Immediately west of Somery Road the canal bed has been taken over by a storage yard that is
still in use to hold gravel and road stone. This takes advantage of the deep cutting and as a
result a large amount of road stone could be stock piled without the pile being visible in the
landscape. Once the canal route emerges from this yard into open space near Barnes Hill (the
open space appears to be known locally as California) the cutting that once led to the tunnel
portal has been filled in and the land levels raised as part of waste disposal by land fill and land
raising. The levels where the marina is proposed are of the order of 147m above sea level, some
9 metres above the Birmingham Level at Selly Oak.

Figure 6 – general arrangement of restored canal between Stonehouse Brook and proposed
marina (Plan is also included A4 in Appendix 10)
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Somery Road Bridge will be reinstated and the first 50 metres west of the bridge will remain at
the 138m level as lock landing moorings, after which a three-rise staircase lock will climb 9
metres to the open space at California where a new marina is proposed. A three-rise staircase
is proposed as single locks will require a minimum of an extra 60 metres canal length which
would either reach under Somery Road bridge, into the open space at California, or both. A
three rise may also add spectator and visitor interest compared to normal locks. However, in
certain circumstances, a three-rise staircase lock water consumption is greater than for single
locks and boat capacity is less than for single locks. It is acknowledged that the foreseeable
demand for boat traffic means that neither of these will be an issue and that the ability to lift
the canal in a short distance has significant benefits and thus this design is preferred at present,
it is recommended the client keep an open mind on the exact formation of these locks as the
overall restoration develops.

Figure 7: Artist’s impression of proposed staircase lock
Above the locks a further 30 metres is required for a lock landing, possibly more given that
staircase locks can result in queuing, and then the open space forms the site of a proposed
marina development.

2.5 Marina site
The site of the proposed marina is currently open space in the Barnes Hill area. There is no
particular function or facilities provided within the space although doubtless it is used
informally for rest and recreation given the surrounding residential development. The proposal
from the Lapal Canal Trust is for a marina with associated residential development. This marina
would be additional to any moorings provided along the route of the canal between Battery
Park and the staircase locks
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In discussion with the canal trust we have agreed that the marina proposal, for the purposes of
this report, should be 60 berths. There are significant constraints that mitigate against a larger
marina: the site slopes significantly from 146 metres to 152 metres AOD (Height above sea level)
and the marina is proposed to be at 147m AOD. Birmingham City Council in giving preapplication planning advice for the site (included at Appendix 5) reference the design challenge
of a large basin with such level differences across the site. The advice also notes that open space
will need to be incorporated in the completed development. When all is considered, without
detail master planning and design work on the whole development it is agreed that a 60-berth
marina in a single basin approximately 150m by 30m catering for boats an average of 60
feet/18m in length provides a robust model that is capable of delivery.
Overall the length of canal from Harborne Wharf to the foot of the proposed staircase locks is
2200m, with two pedestrian crossings required, one completely new bridge at Bottetourt Road,
and a bridge to be refurbished at Somery Road. There is a drain in the canal, fulfilling the canal’s
long-standing drainage function, from Selly Oak Park to Weoley Castle, and there is a drain in
the canal bed in Selly Oak Park to drain the canal and prevent flooding. These drains will be
redundant once the canal is restored, as their function will be absorbed by the canal itself.
It should also be noted that there are issues at the California Marina site with made ground, it
is understood unlicensed tipping occurred over the canal and the site from the 1960’s onwards,
and in the late 1970’s licensed tipping of topsoil and fill occurred. This may cause issues of
stability and loadbearing any development. The marina per se will not present a problem of
load – water weighs less than topsoil and thus a canal or a basin doesn’t present an extra load
– nor will it present a leachate problem, the same liner that keeps water in the canal will keep
leachate out, and at least one product (bentonite matting) is used for both canal lining and
preventing leachate from tips. However, there may be issues during construction due to the
weight of any excavation or piling plant used, and the disturbance and removal of fill, and there
are likely to be issues for associated development such as housing that may need piled
foundations. Any residual gas from organic landfill will also need to be dealt with for
developments. A summary of the Ground Condition Desk Study is included at Appendix 6.

Provision of Moorings
The marina is not the only location where permanent paid-for moorings might be provided, we
have already shown an indicative scheme for moorings between Stonehouse Brook and
Bottetourt Road that could accommodate approx. ten narrow boats in end-on lagoon moorings.
In practice linear (non-lagoon) moorings for 10 sixty-foot narrow boats would stretch over no
more than 300m of canal bank and given the likely levels of use it should be possible to find
moorings for up to 40 boats on-line on the off-side of the canal subject to being able to provide
secure access.
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3. Engineering and Costs
The client has requested a report that indicates the difficulties and expenses to be expected
from the restoration of the Lapal Canal from Battery Park to California in Birmingham. The
Canal was last used in 1926 and formally abandoned in 1953, thereby missing the opportunities
presented by the massive growth in leisure boating.
Restoration of the canal would require acquisition of a small piece of land, in this case the
crushed stone storage yard at Grid Reference SP020828, all other land being in the ownership
of Birmingham City Council who support the restoration. Acquisition of the crushed stone
storage yard is not expected to be problematic and it is a storage Yard and therefore not subject
to the emotional attachment of residential properties.
Once all the land is acquired, or work may go ahead purely within the ownership of Birmingham
City Council, the infilled sections would require excavation, the clay puddle is probably too badly
damaged by desiccation (dried out) and tree roots to be repairable and therefore should be
removed to sufficient profile to allow a waterproof liner to be installed as a cheaper alternative
to repuddling.
Hard engineering, from east to west, would be required to:
1. Take the towpath from North to South just to the west of the unnamed road that
connects Harborne Lane to Selly Oak Park.
2. Take the towpath from South to North adjacent to Weoley Avenue.
3. An aqueduct to take the canal over the Bourn Brook.
4. A combined foot, cycle and disabled access bridge to take Bottetourt Road over the
canal.
5. Existing Bridge at Weoley Castle to be refurbished.
6. Marina area and locks.
The costs put forward in this report are likely to be approximate due to the difficulties of
accurately determining the volume of infill to be removed, the presence of any contaminants
in the fill, and the volume of fill required to reinstate the route of the canal through the crushed
stone storage yard.

Scope of Works
The length of canal to restore is measured at 2200 metres and is assumed that 65% is infilled
with domestic waste that is not classified as hazardous. With a cross sectional area of 15m 2 this
gives a volume of fill of 22000m3. As previously stated two towpath bridges, one aqueduct, one
combined foot and cycle path bridge and a bridge restoration would be required. Finally, a
crude estimate of 5000m3 has been allowed for reinstatement of the crushed stone storage
facility.
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Costs
Costs are provided to give an order of magnitude and are likely only to be accurate to within
40%. Civil engineering projects deserve their reputation for always coming in over cost and late
and for this reason we have endeavoured to avoid this trap so have, where much doubt exists,
tried to err on the side of pessimism rather than optimism so the client can assemble the money
required with a fair level of confidence that these will be sufficient for the task ahead.
Ground investigation .

.

.

.

.

.

.

£ 9,000

Excavation and disposal of fill.

.

.

.

.

.

£400,000

Removal of existing lateral drain in bed of canal.

.

.

.

£ 80,000

Importing and placing fill.

.

.

.

.

.

.

£350,000

Lining 2200m of canal.

.

.

.

.

.

.

£1,000,000

Construction and installation of first towpath bridge.

.

.

£120,000

Construction and installation of second towpath bridge.

.

.

£120,000

Construction and installation of aqueduct

.

.

£100,000

Construction and installation of combined foot and cycle bridge

.

£240,000

Restoration of existing bridge.

.

.

.

.

.

£ 10,000

3 rise staircase lock

.

.

.

.

.

£1,750,000

.

.

Basin for 60* number 60 foot boats .
TOTAL .

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
.

.
.

£900,000
£5,079,000

*basin costs are roughly pro-rata for number of boats assuming a flat site
The costs by each length are broken down below. Costs that related to volume or metre
length of canal have been assumed pro-rate for the relevant length. Single item costs are
included in the appropriate section.
Although we have commented elsewhere on the made ground at the marina site, this will be
more of a cost issue for associated development than for the canal itself. Specialist
recommendations are that the cost of site remediation will be £2m to £3m which equates to
the £3m to £4m expectation on the capital value of the site to a developer (see appendix 4)
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Selly Oak Park
Approx. 400m of canal channel and towpath refurbishment:

£_75,000

Approx. 400m of waterproof lining:

£180,000

Total:

£255,000

(Note – the Atkins report includes for substantial works at Harborne Wharf which are now
largely complete. Atkins quote £285,000 for the length on the park boundary, where the only
works of note involve blocking the drainage culvert. Atkins costs include an allowance for
preliminaries and contingencies, which are not included above)
Selly Oak Park to Bottetourt Road
Approx. 1400m of canal channel and towpath refurbishment:

£255,000

Approx. 1400m of waterproof lining:

£640,000

Two pedestrian bridges for footpaths over canal:

£240,000

Aqueduct over Stonehouse Brook:

£100,000

Bottetourt Road footway and cycle bridge:

£240,000

Removal of lateral drain in canal bed:

£_60,000

Total:

£1,535,000

Bottetourt Road to east end of proposed marina
Approx. 400m of canal channel and towpath refurbishment:

£75,000

Approx. 400m of waterproof lining:

£180,000

3 Rise staircase lock:

£1,750,000

Importing and placing fill

£350,000

Removal of lateral drain in canal bed:

£20,000

Total:

£2,375,000

Marina
Basin for 60 boats

£900,000

Note over section costs
Rounding errors mean the total costs for each element do not quite equal the total cost
given earlier.
These costs do not include optimism bias, which is assumed later to be 40%
18
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These costs are based on out-turn costs in Spons, the standard guide to construction
industry pricing which relate to costs achieved on delivered contracts

Water Supply
The canal is level from the Worcester and Birmingham Canal to the locks leading up to the
marina at California and will form part of the Birmingham Level once open. The marina is above
the Birmingham level and will require a water supply for lockage, which will run into the canal
and thus into the Birmingham Level.
Water supply is needed for three distinct purposes
1. initial fill to enable the canal to be opened
2. replacement of losses due to leakage, evaporation and transpiration
3. to operate the locks leading up to the marina
There is a fourth water management requirement – to dispose of excess water when run-off
into the canal exceeds the capacity of the canal to accept this.
Taking each in turn:
Initial Fill
The canal is 2200m in length, and we have assumed an average width of 10m, n addition the
marina for 60 boats will be approximately 160m by 40m (60 boats moored end on – one side
only) – the total surface area of these combined is therefore 28,400 square metres. At an
average depth of 1.2m the total volume of water required is 34,040 cubic metres, or
approximately 34,000 cubic metres for estimation purposes.
Later we assume that the marina and the lock flight will be filled by back-pumping from the
canal at Somery Road Bridge, which is part of the Birmingham Level. Thus if the level from the
locks to Selly Oak is filled then this is also a mechanism to fill the marina. Therefore the whole
of the canal could be filled from the Birmingham Level. This does not necessarily mean that the
Birmingham Level is the ultimate source of the water, but it does mean that 34,000 cubic metres
could be added anywhere on that level and then the level act as a conduit to carry the water to
fill the Lapal Canal.
In practice, the required volume, if taken from the Birmingham Level, would lower the whole
canal about 40mm (The Birmingham Level is 79.2km long, or 36 times longer than the length of
canal being restored). If the restored canal is filled gradually and in winter the natural supplies
into the Birmingham Level are expected to be able to make up for this shortfall.
Losses through leakage, evaporation and transpiration
Puddle clay linings absorb water and suffer some losses, the amount depends on how good the
lining is but even a new puddle lining may lose 5-10mm a day, considerably better than no
liningat all but not zero. We have commented in the engineering section that the historic lining
is likely to be beyond repair and new lining should be provided. We have also suggested
bentonite matting, although HDPE lining may also be an option.
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These linings have virtually zero loss through leakage, indeed one common use of bentonite
matting is to line tip sites where leachate out of contaminated or decomposing material might
occur and prevent this seeping into the surrounding ground. We have assumed that losses
through leakage will be virtually zero unless a leak develops in the canal bank. On a separate
note it will be necessary to have a plan to seal the canal in case of large leaks where the canal
is above ground level (properties in Selly Oak, and where it crosses the Bourne Brook) not
because of losses, but because of huge volume of water available to feed such a leak.
Evaporation and transpiration cannot be avoided, although they are minimal in winter. The
actual level of loss depends on vegetation and shade around the canal. We have assumed that
at the hottest and driest times of the year these may result in losses of up to 10mm a day, which
over a surface area of 28,400 square metres equates to losses of 284 cubic metres.
Because the canal would be continuous with the Birmingham Level any assessment of local
water supply to compensate for this is theoretical rather than practical – IF the restored canal
had its own supply there would still be loss of water to the Birmingham Level unless that is also
supplied, similarly the loss on the restored canal could be made up by adding water elsewhere
on the Birmingham Level. Overall, using the same calculation, the Birmingham level currently
needs 7,920 cubic metres of water a day to compensate for the worst evaporation and
transpiration, the restored canal increases this demand by 3.5%. If no extra water supply is
found the Birmingham Level will drop by 0.43mm (millimetres) each day. An appraisal of the
options for this additional supply, and for how it might be acquired, will need to be developed
in discussion with CRT.
Lockage
The only locks proposed at leading down from the marina, where a three-rise staircase with a
total fall of nine metres lowers the canal from the mooring basin to the Birmingham Level.
The worst-case scenario for a staircase lock is a boat ascending with all three chambers empty,
as the water must be drawn from the top of the locks to fill all three – this is effectively the
same as a single nine-metre deep lock. The total volume of water required for this is
approximately 540 cubic metres which would be drawn from the marina, which has an
approximate surface area of 6400 square metres, thus operation of the locks would cause the
marina level to drop by approximately 85mm (0.085m). In practice this can be withstood
without needing to top up the marina immediately, but if the locks were worked several times
without topping up then marina problems would arise. Given that there is no obvious source of
a gravity feed into the marina we have assumed back-pumping from the Birmingham Level.
These pumps do not need to keep up with a single lock operation, but their capacity will need
to be calculated to allow enough lock operations over a 24-hour period to meet likely demand.
These pumps will also provide the small amount of water needed to compensate for
evaporation and transpiration.
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The total cost of a back-pumping installation capable of delivering 1,000 cubic meters of water
per hour is in the range of £60,000 to £150,000 including pump-chamber, pipe and three=phase AC supply. The pump alone would cost approximately £30,000 brand new. Second-hand
ones are available. This cost is included in our estimate for construction of the three-rise
staircase locks.
Surplus Water
All the figures above assume no water is entering the length of the restored canal as there is no
natural reliable and constant source of water. However, run-off does end up in the canal, as
evidenced by the canal holding water after heavy rain, and the area of Selly Oak Park drains into
the canal bed there to such an extent that the canal flooded into neighbouring properties
shortly after it was closed, and now has a storm-drain fitted in the bed.
Once the canal is reopened the current storage capacity will be lost and the storm drain
removed– however the canal will be connected to the Birmingham Level which gives additional
79.2km of canal length to act as storage. Whilst we have not analysed likely rainfall, the restored
canal would probably need to raise 300mm to cause a problem locally – the amount of rainfall
that would cause this to happen if the canal were landlocked would only result in the whole of
the Birmingham level rising 8mm. It should also be noted that the Birmingham Level has
numerous overflow points at the five locks that descend from it and at regular intervals along
the length. In short, once connected to the main canal system excess water can be safely
disposed of.
The marina is isolated from the rest of the canal by the staircase locks, and although the
catchment for rainfall run-off to enter the marina is extremely small a localised storm could
lead to it over-filling. An overflow bypass will be provided at the locks to accommodate this.
Summary
Although water supply needs to be negotiated with CRT it is not expected to be problematic
and we would note the following
The canal can be filled over the winter period when normal water supply on the Birmingham
Level does (or at least can be arranged to) outstrip losses. Filling the restored canal without
replenishing the Birmingham Level would lower the whole level by approx. 40mm – this is a
one-off event and is within the range of seasonal fluctuations
Losses in dry periods are minimal but additional supplies to compensate the Birmingham level
should be negotiated – losses in one day would lower the whole level by less than half a
millimetre but over a prolonged drought this could be problematic.
Back-pumping would be needed at the locks to keep the marina topped up and to provide
lockage water. Once connected to the Birmingham Level excess water in storm conditions can
be discharged along the Worcester and Birmingham Canal and beyond, where existing overflow
weirs will dispose of the excess.
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4. Habitat
The assessment that informs this report includes a walk-over survey and a desk study of records
held by the Black Country Wildlife Trust and County Ecologist. The full appraisal is included at
Appendix 8.
In summary, there are no significant habitat issues that will make restoration problematic or
would act as showstoppers, and there are significant opportunities for environmental
enhancement both by creating habitats along the route and with the creation of a wildlife
corridor. Many species commonly found along canals, such as water voles, are completely
absent as the canal environment is so badly despoiled through infilling and the channel being
largely dry: the emerging habitat at Harborne Wharf shows the potential for improvements in
habitat following restoration

Harborne Wharf three years later
In addition, the creation of community habitats, where local people can enjoy the habitats
created, will give the community a stake in the canal and the environment. Not only is much
of the current habitat unmanaged and poor quality, it is degraded through want of a
beneficial use, and ends up being strangled by undergrowth and fly-tipping. Habitat creation
offers scope for community engagement with restoration and local benefits once completed

5. Policy Review
Under the provisions of the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 and Town and Country
Planning Act 1990, any development taking place within the UK must comply with the Proposals
and Policies of the statutory land use planning system. The aim of the land use planning system,
as defined in national policy guidance, is to achieve sustainable development by guiding, and
where necessary controlling, development that takes place so as to ensure present needs are
accommodated without jeopardising those of future generations.
As restoration of the Dudley No2 Canal will require a significant amount of development to take
place, which may include changes of use along its length, proposals must comply with the
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regulatory planning framework for the area, this case the National Planning Policy Framework
for England (2012) and the Birmingham Development Plan 2031 (adopted 2017).
The details of these policies are addressed in Appendix 7. The conclusion of the review is that
restoration of the Lapal canal provides a significant number of opportunities to meet the
objectives identified with the policy framework set by the Birmingham Development Plan.
The line of the canal is in an area where investment in housing and regeneration is occurring
and the canal would help to provide enhanced opportunities for walking and cycling, which are
linked to, public transport. It would complement existing areas designated for their wildlife
value and provide another link in the green infrastructure network, which could also be used as
a recreational route for visitors and residents. A restored canal could offer the opportunity to
address some of the local challenges caused by climate change by providing a facility into which
surface water run-off could drain and which has a natural cooling effect on the local
environment. Finally, a restored canal would meet the Plan’s aims to restore heritage features,
something which will be secured through development proposals where appropriate. With all
this in mind it can be concluded that the planning policy framework for restoration of the
Dudley No 2l canal is highly favourable, especially at the local planning authority level.
To this must be added that the Lapal Canal Trust have sought pre-application advice on
developing the California site as a marina. This advice has raised concerns over the loss of
open space and design issues over the marina give the levels on site: this is one of the reasons
why deliberations in this report are restricted to 60 moorings here.

6. Funding
Sources of Funding for Proposed restoration of 1.5 miles of Dudley Canal No.2 from Battery
Retail Park in Selly Oak to California (proposed) Marina.
Fundraising for the initial development of this project would be best focussed in the following
areas.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Foundations, Trusts and Grant giving bodies (75%)
Pledges from the local Community (Individual giving) (10%)
Local Authority grants (5%)
Pledges from the local Community (Corporate/businesses giving) (10%)

We have also indicated roughly how much of the funding mix can be expected from each area,
this is also an indication of how much time should be spent on trying to secure each type of
funding.
Based on the project breakdown we have identified the key areas and themes which might
appeal to the various funders and in my list of Foundations, Trusts and Grant giving bodies we
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have separated the funders under each category according to their relevance. These are as
follows;
1. Business/Organisation Development
2. Community Development (providing quality activities and economic benefit to the
community)
3. Environmental regeneration
4. Sport and being active
We have prepared a short discussion of the key points to consider when preparing the funding
case for each of the above themes which is presented below.
Preparing the Case
When preparing the case, it is vital to stress the following key things;


How the project is relevant to the aims of that particular organisation e.g. If it’s a local
business how will sponsoring the project benefit them or their customers, If a local
person how will it improve their quality of life, if a charitable trust how does is deliver
their agenda?



Why now? What’s the urgency?



Why is your project different? Spend some time articulating what’s special or exciting
about the project.



Who will benefit? Try to match up the audience to suit the target audience of the
particular organization you are applying to.

Identifying Who to Apply To
We have run a reasonably detailed search on the types of funding bodies the Trust could apply
to based on your geographic location and the areas of the project we felt would appeal to
funders. However not knowing the project in minute detail we would strongly recommend you
look at each funder we have listed individually and spend about 15 – 20 minutes per funder
really interrogating the funding and eligibility criteria. This is never a waste of time as writing a
bid on the off chance to a funder that the appeal is not eligible for could take hours and is a
total waste of time.
With the Landfill Community Fund (LCF) you will need to establish whether you are in the
catchments for these. We have identified the Veolia Environmental Trust as there is a great
return on investment. We would also recommend you contact Veolia after reading their
guidance document ‘Let us Know’ Appendix 3 (of that document) to discuss the project. Usually
local authorities set up their own Environmental Trust, but it appears that Veolia has set one up
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to administer the fund. The other key thing to note about LCFs is that there is an upfront
administrative fee called ‘Third Party Contribution’ which can only come from certain sources
(these sources must be judged to not derive any benefit from the project, therefore you
couldn’t provide your own TPC as you are planning to establish business operations at the
Marina. It is typically 10% of the amount you are applying for.
Local Authority Grants
We have identified an interesting funding scheme from Birmingham City Council called the
Local Innovation Fund. This will strongly complement your aim to establish a Marina. The
following is an exert from their Criteria document.
“Key Priorities of Every Place Matters and Better Deal for Neighbourhoods with emphasis on
local innovation – doing things differently from an asset-based approach i.e. enabling different
people to do different things in different ways to make better places to live.”
We would strongly advise talking to community and regeneration officers within the local
authority at Parish, District and County level as they always have more information about grant
schemes than can be found online so spend your time identifying who the relevant council
officers are and contact them directly. Invite them on site and show them how much passion
and commitment is involved in your project but remember to treat them like any other funder
and demonstrate how the project is relevant to their specific aims.
S106 Funding
Being in a built-up area there may be developments planned along the route and therefore you
may be able to put forward proposals to be awarded monies under S106 of the Town and
Country Planning Act 1990. The best place to start with this is the local authority planning portal.
Look for planning applications in your specific area within 500m or so within the proposed
route. You can then contact your local Conservation Officer to discuss the S106 awards for this
development. It can be a long slow process which is why it’s a good idea to keep looking at the
planning portal.
Pledges
Pledges can be collected in two ways, you can launch your own campaign locally holding a
community event, launching it in the local press and on your website; Alternatively, you can use
a crowd source funding online platform. The best ones for this type of project are;
 Crowdfunder
 Kickstarter
 Gofundme

Both approaches can be very effective but require intense planning and are time consuming to
deliver. The benefit of either (apart from the cash of course) is the human support they
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generate.
We suggest these actually deliver more in terms of getting people interested in your project
which will support your business plan for the future.
If it is planned to run a crowd source funding campaign, we would advise you seek support
from your local voluntary organisation support groups which can be independent bodies or run
by the local authority. E.g. Community Volunteer Services
There are often top schemes available through these services i.e. sometimes local authorities
or businesses agree to pledge 25% of your target once you hit 25% of your target. They will also
help you promote your campaign through their own social networks.

7. Social and Economic Benefits
Potential Use of the Restored Canal: Tourism Opportunities & Potential Markets
In 2009 the Town and Country Planning Association (TCPA) estimated that the waterway
network owned and managed by British Waterways contributes £1.2 billion per annum to the
visitor economy, with potential for growth to £2 billion by 2012. Attracting overseas visitors,
together with overseas visits foregone, generates £30 million per annum.
Boat ownership on the inland waterways is at an all-time high, new boats are built faster than
old ones are scrapped, and steel narrow boats have a very long life with many examples still
serviceable at well over 40 years old. The “grey market” that has fuelled much of this in the last
twenty years is declining as early retirement becomes less attractive but, against that, many
younger people are taking to the waterways as a way of life and despite bad press the vast
majority of live-aboards wish to either have a proper, serviced mooring or travel significant
distances on a regular basis.
A strong feature in national tourism trends is the growth of multi venue activity so that
attractions appeal to a more diverse audience. A canal that can provide this has a significant
advantage if there are ‘attractor’ features / facilities that encourage users to travel the route,
thus spending more time in the area and increasing the likelihood of spending locally. Additional
facilities such as cycle hire, boat trips and educational tours for schools could provide further
income for canal maintenance as well as increased spend in the local economy. The canal
corridor serves to link attractors by creating a corridor with a common theme, and this can be
a tool for promoting exploration even with those not actually travelling by canal.
At present this corridor misses Selly Oak Park and Weoley Castle, which is a pity, as boaters
head past en-route to or from Central Birmingham with no opportunity or incentive to stop and
explore locally. The restoration will extend the canal corridor California/Barnes Hill and
ultimately to Woodgate Valley Park and Hawne Basin.
The restored canal could provide an excellent way of encouraging people to travel between
such areas in a more environmentally friendly manner and, by going at a more leisurely speed,
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are more likely to stop and spend in locally if the opportunity is presented. The restored canal
and towpath could provide attractive loops and through routes.
To maximise the benefits of restoration there needs to be complementary development taking
place along the corridor and enhancements to the immediate environment, including the
towpath and surrounds. This should include provision for walkers and cyclists, as well as seating
and thematic interpretation. Ideally any provision would be designed such that maintenance
costs would be low, avoiding designs that could easily be subject to damage or wear and tear,
but which reflects local materials and interest.
With this in mind we would recommend the provision of a shared surface towpath, suitable for
all users including wheelchairs, with seating benches provided at reasonably regular intervals.
Interpretation boards could then be evenly spaced along the route, addressing the history of
the canal, wildlife and the restoration project itself. This educational resource could include
child friendly activities such as symbols or images in relief to allow rubbings to be taken and
offer a feature for blind or partially sighted users. Not only can such interpretation help instil
local pride, this type of attraction helps encourage people to walk the length of the canal, rather
than just one small part of it, and therefore gain the associated benefits: exercise, interaction
with the environment and surroundings. This would help encourage longer stays in the area
and therefore increase likelihood of spend locally.
Also highly relevant is heritage tourism, something which has never been more important to
the UK economy. A report by the Heritage Lottery Fund in 2010 identifies its scale and
significance, noting that heritage is not just a luxury or pleasant recreational pastime, but an
integral part of our future. (HLF, 2010). Research by Visit Britain in 35 countries around the
world reveals the UK’s core strengths as a visitor destination are heritage, history, pageantry
and culture. Crucially, it is living heritage, where the past is brought to life, interpreted and
explained, that most inspires visitors. A vibrant restored canal, which is used daily by locals and
visitors, and interprets local heritage in a user-friendly manner could hugely complement
existing local heritage assets.
Events are also an excellent way to attract new visitors to an area who would otherwise on be
attracted to an area. Continuation and expansion of existing annual events and organisation of
new events should therefore be seen as an important part of any post restoration management
programme.
Heritage Offer
Heritage Funding is briefly considered elsewhere but we would draw attention to the heritage
elements that do exist and can be developed and promoted. In the first instance we would
suggest interpretation of the restoration, which could start with identifying where boaters and
walkers are on the original line and where deviations occur and also gateways at locations such
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as Selly Oak Park and Weoley Castle There are then three distinct areas of focus in rather less
than two miles of canal, which would greatly enhance the appeal of a journey to California. In
order from the Birmingham Level these are:


Selly Oak Park



Stonehouse/Bourne Brook



Weoley Castle

At each location there is the opportunity to recreate, enhance and interpret the natural and
built heritage of the area and the relationship of the area with the canal. Ideally these ideas will
be developed more fully elsewhere but the following is noted: Selly Oak Park has been a
municipal park for more than 100 years and is part of the history of urban development in
England, the area around the Stonebridge/Bourne Brook is a run-down urban habitat with
significant potential for improvement and to increase community enjoyment and participation
and Weoley Castle are over 750 years old and once stood within a thousand acres of deer park
which extended almost as far as the city centre. This can create a very intense heritage focus
over about two miles of canal.
Wider Attractions and Offer
Looking slightly further afield there is significant potential for the growth of the visitor economy and for
the restored canal to help link complementary tourist attractions to create appealing activity packages.

The Completed Canal in the Boating Market
The Lapal Canal post-restoration to California will be around 2.5 miles long from its junction
with the Birmingham Level, and run level for 2 miles to Weoley Castle, which may effectively be
the terminus for boaters who do not wish to ascend three locks to moor in the marina. The
marina will provide a destination that offers a reason to spend time in the locality: this is of
benefit for both the canal user and the visitor to the area. Presently a significant number of
boaters (several thousand per annum) pass Selly Oak on the way to and from central
Birmingham and find no reason to stop here. Selly Oak Park, Weoley castle and the proposed
marina development all give reason to divert and spend time in this area.
In addition the restoration creates an opportunity for new moorings in an area of the canal
network where these are in short supply.
Land Based Visitors

The completed canal will provide a focus for land-based visitors in Selly Oak and California,
where there is currently none. The water space itself with the boats will be an attraction, and
the creation of an attractive and informative canal trail will be possible, linked to local facilities
where visitors can seek refreshment and engage with the area. Whilst a number of towns in the
wider area have a canal, and most have some form of access to the water, few have worked to
make an active feature of their canal.
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8. Economic and Social benefits of Canal Restoration
This section addresses both the economic and wider social and environmental benefits of canal
restoration alongside the economic and wider benefits of tourism and the visitor economy, as
in this case, it is likely to be the latter which may benefit most from restoration of the Lapal
Canal and thus improve local economic opportunity. Indeed, as identified in the policy review,
there is large emphasis on realising the potential of tourism locally with many of important
organisations committed to invest and help the sector grow. Consequently, opportunities for
restoration of the canal to link into other local tourism growth initiatives and help improve local
product overall will also be discussed.
The Benefit of Canals
Canals are an important part of national the cultural and built heritage, as symbols of a rich
industrial past they are an important part of local identity and pride. Canals can contribute to
many National and local Government policy agendas aimed at creating more sustainable places
and communities because they can offer opportunities for informal recreation, education,
regeneration and alternative non-motorised transport routes. Canal restoration can help
facilitate a wide variety of benefits to their local areas including:


facilitating housing growth and renewal (by unlocking land due to increased property
values associated with waterfronts)



providing options for sustainable transport (towpaths, well designed or suitable
adapted, provide excellent off-road walking and cycle routes)



place-making, place-shaping and becoming a catalyst for urban renaissance (canals can
add to local character and distinctiveness and instigate investment)



stimulating and the visitor economy, sustainable tourism and recreation (by improving
the attractiveness of an area, be in a draw in themselves and helping to link attractions)



Improving health and well-being (by providing attractive locations for exercise and an
environment that is conductive to reducing stress)



Mitigating the impact of climate change (through carbon reduction/sink, drainage and
flood management and improving biodiversity and environmental sustainability).

Investment in canals can have a wide variety of benefits beyond their immediate surroundings
by feeding supply chains in the marine economy, helping to change perceptions and improve
the image of an area. Restoration can offer opportunities to improve social cohesion by
providing a focal point for community activity, and providing opportunities for volunteering and
skills training. Such wide-ranging benefits can be extremely hard to quantify in financial terms,
however there is a growing bed of evidence to make the case for canal restoration and
improvement, some of which is evidenced below.
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“Inland waterways are helping to stimulate regional, sub-regional and local economies and are
being used successfully as tools in improving community wellbeing and urban and rural housing
offers; in attracting and generating investment; in place-making and place shaping; and in
delivering wider public benefit. Inland waterways are making an increasingly important
contribution to the visitor economy, and there is a growing national awareness of the added
value and commercial betterment deriving from the presence of waterways in developments”.
Source - The Town and country Planning Association, 2009, Pp1. Advice note Inland Waterways
In the context of this study, the completion of the canal to California effectively offers a place
making opportunity for Barnes Hill and Weoley Castle to reinvent itself as a significant attractor
and a “place to go” within the area. Effectively delivered, the length from Selly Oak to California
could attract a large number of visitors, with more local businesses able to benefit. Whilst we
look in general at other restoration schemes elsewhere, the potential calls to mind the change
in profile of Droitwich, Worcestershire, when the canal there reopened in 2011.
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The Diverse Benefits of Inland Waterways (Adapted from the TCPA advice note on Inland Waterways,
2009 (Above)
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Economic Benefits of Canal Restoration
It can be extremely difficult to quantify the economic benefits of canal restoration due to the
complexities of supply chains, variable impacts upon land values and the wide-ranging
manifestations relating to impact upon the visitor economy. Because of the longevity of canals,
benefits can keep being delivered decades into the future, yet is almost impossible to quantify
these, as no one really knows what economic circumstances 50 or 100 years into the future will
be. Further to this there are a wide range of incremental values that are hard to quantify in
monetary terms, such as improved community health and wellbeing, leading to reductions in
the cost to the NHS and local authorities.
Research by The Canal and River Trust and the Inland Waterways Association has shown that
canal restoration can bring both short term and long term economic benefits including direct
job creation, during construction and after completion in marinas, boat yards, cafés, pubs and
tourist attractions as well as in any new development sites that have been ‘unlocked’ as a result
of potential uplift in property values. Canals can contribute to local economies by attracting
tourists who spend locally, supporting the marine sector; particularly SMEs and craft trades,
which can then feed into local supply chains. Restoration can improve the image of an area and
subsequently land and property values. For example, the British Marine Federation has
reported that there are over 475 firms and 4,729 fulltime equivalent (FTE) jobs within the
marine sector in the West and East Midlands, generating revenue of £407.8 million per annum.
Restored waterways can be valuable tools in place making and re-branding of areas to attract
investment and enable transformational change, for example the Mail Box and surrounding
waterside buildings in Birmingham were originally purchased by developers for £4 million, and
following redevelopment the site was valued at £125 million in 2003. Anecdotally it was
suggested waterway restoration can increase property values by 15-25%.
Information from HM Treasury Green Book suggested waterways owned and manged by Canal
& River Trust are delivering public benefits in excess of £500 million per annum nationally. In
addition to the value generated by use of the waterways, this includes up to £120 million of
health benefits, delivery of affordable housing of around £5million (CRT Land), uplift in property
values of £16-45 million£250 million of non-use intrinsic value. (TCPA, 2009).
To demonstrate how restoration can and has benefited a number of locations, the box below
contains a range of case studies from research undertaken by the University of Northampton
for the Canal and River Trust in 2013, demonstrating the likely economic value of some canal
restoration schemes around the UK:
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The Economic Value of Canal Restoration – UK Case Studies

Forth & Clyde - 12,800 Full Time Equivalent (FTE)
jobs with 3500 FTE in construction. Encouraging
business start-ups. Property developments,
mainly residential. Attractions such as Falkirk
Wheel attracting spend of over £3 million into the
local economy (2013).

Liverpool Canal Link - Contributed to the delivery
of an estimated 280,000 extra visitors annually to
the Liverpool waterfront which in turn
contributed to and £4.3 million additional gross
visitor spend. 10 out of 16 leisure related
businesses in the Pier Head / South Docks area
reported an improved economic performance
following the completion of the Canal Link project.

Kennet & Avon - Delivered 23 property related
schemes, including marinas, retail, offices,
residential – resulting in over £35 million of
investment & 328 net Full Time Equivalent jobs.
The restoration contributed to the success of the
£250 million Oracle Centre, constructed on a
which attracted over 20 million visitors in first
year of opening and employs more than 4000
people.

Droitwich Barge Canal (unpublished) - Has
delivered an approximate 20% uplift in towpath
visitors, a positive impact on businesses close to
the canal, £1.1 million visitor spend from boating
supporting currently 11 full time jobs. With
approximately £2 million private investment in
the new marina, creating 2 jobs with plans to
expand and supporting significant waterside
development.

Rochdale & Huddersfield Narrow Canals - Created
150–160 Full Time Equivalent jobs in leisure and
tourism. Delivered significant canal related
development, including residential, business and
offices on the Rochdale Canal. Visitor numbers for
the Rochdale are estimated at 3.8 million visitors
with a net impact of £2.5–4.1 million pa, for the
Huddersfield Narrow estimates are 2.3 million
visitors, with a net impact £2.5–2.8 million pa. The
chair of the Huddersfield canal Society suggested
restoration has been the catalyst for
redevelopment and regeneration in the canal
corridor, which had seen an investment of over
£85 million across two Local Authorities, creating
over 300 jobs.

Bridgwater & Taunton - Created 51 jobs within
recreation & leisure and tourism with an
estimated property value enhancement of £54
million. Over 600,000 visits were made to the
canal in 2010 and these visits generated
approximately £1.7 million of direct expenditure.
Restoration positively supported business startups and business development and canal related
investments often acted as a catalyst for
investment and regeneration.
Source of case studies: Water Adds value,
Highlighting the Impact of the Restoration of Our
Waterways, Canal & River Trust / Inland
Waterways Association, 2013.
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Visitor Economy and Tourism Benefits
Since 2010 tourism has been the fastest growing sector in the UK in employment terms.
Information from Visit Britain suggests the tourism industry in Britain is forecast to grow by
3.8% to 2025(significantly faster than the economy overall), resulting in industry worth over
£257 billion by 2025. Tourism’s impact is amplified through for every £1,000 generated in direct
tourism GVA there is a further £1,800 that is supported elsewhere in the economy through the
supply chain and consumer spending. (Deloitte, 2013). Further to this a report by Deloitte
Tourism in 2013 suggested that for every 1% increase in total expenditure in UK tourism, it
might be expected that full time equivalent employment will increase by 0.89% (source
https://www.visitbritain.org/visitor-economy-facts). Taking into account the impact of
displacement, it is estimated between 25% and 50% of the extra spending generated by Visit
England marketing is a net gain to the English tourism economy (DCMS, 2012).
Inland waterways contribute significantly to the visitor economy, in addition to being important
tourism visitor destinations in their own right, they provide key links to markets, other visitor
destinations and attractions and are essential infrastructure upon which a wide range of leisure
businesses depend. We have already cited a report by the TCPA in 2009 suggested that the
waterway network owned and managed by Canal & River Trust contributed £1.2 billion per
annum to the visitor economy, with a potential for growth of up to £2 billion. Their role in
attracting overseas visitors generated £30 million alone.
Case Study: The Droitwich Canal
Restoration of the Droitwich canal began in 2005. The canal was opened officially on 11
September 2010, and the whole canal was completed by July 2011. The total cost of the
restoration was approximately £12.7m.
Restoration has delivered an approximate 20% uplift in towpath visitors, a positive impact on
businesses close to the canal, (Source: IWA / CRT 2014 Water Adds Value, 2014) including an
additional 332,000 visitor days per annum, and an overall additional £2.75m additional visitor
spend, which helps to support 196 FTE jobs (source: IWA, Economic Case Studies 2013).
Droitwich’s Heritage and Information Centre has recorded an uplift in visitors since the canals
were re-opened, there was an initial 31% increase in 2011, 25% in 2012 and 21% in 2013 (all
relative to 2010 levels). Prior to this, between 2008 and 2010, visitors to the centre declined by
almost 25% and the manager reports that this decline would have been expected to continue
if the restoration had not taken place (source: CRT / University of Northampton, 2014).
Research by Ecorys, cited by Northampton University for IWA suggests that restoration of the
canals has resulted in an estimated gross additional effect of 98 person-years of employment,
and £4.8m in GVA. In Worcestershire this equates to an estimate of 52 person-years of
employment and £2.6 million of GVA (net additional). (Source CRT / University of Northampton,
2014).
There is clearly significant potential for waterways to generate visitor spend, but the success of
this, and level of spend, can be affected by a number of factors.
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the condition of the waterway infrastructure itself,



its accessibility by road, water and foot,



the availability of other services, facilities and attractions, and



The perception and image of the waterway, its tow path and surroundings.

To maximise the benefits of restoration there needs to be complementary development taking
place along the corridor and enhancements to the towpath and immediate surroundings. This
will help to retain visitors by providing a complementary package of activities in an attractive
setting. To ensure retention of such visitors and revisits to the area, attractions need to be
accessible by a range of transport modes and facilities such as towpaths and benches will need
to be maintained to a high standard.
Additional Incremental Benefits
As identified above, there are a wide range of potential incremental benefits that might be
realised from restoration of the canal. Whilst these can be extremely difficult to quantify, they
can offer highly valuable benefits to the local community including enhanced health and wellbeing as a result of more people undertaking physical activities, spending time outdoors and
being close to nature, and they can provide new opportunities for volunteering or community
activities. Restoration can lead to increased local pride and self-confidence from witnessing
investment in the local area and being close to a pleasant environment, and higher educational
attainment as a result of local schools having nearby facilities to utilise for site visits and as
‘outdoor classrooms’.
Health and Wellbeing Benefits
Under the provisions of the Health and Social care Act 2012, upper tier and unitary authorities
were given new responsibilities to improve the health of their populations. According to the
Local Government Association, this shift from the NHS to local government represents a move
from treating sickness to actively promoting health and wellbeing.
The health benefit of canal restoration is in two parts. The obvious one is providing places to
exercise and environments that encourage exercise and outdoor activities. This benefits both
physical and mental health as discussed later in this section. The second way that the canal will
benefit health is that it is known that poverty brings illness and wealth improves health.
Research by Lancaster University for the Disability Rights Commission in 2004 suggests that
patterns of socioeconomic inequalities in health follow a ‘social gradient’ in which those in
higher economic groups have better health and fewer disabling conditions than those groups
below them. Health inequalities are evident from the start of life and persist into adulthood
with more than twice as many 25-64 year olds in ‘routine occupations’ reporting ‘not good’
heath compared to those in professional roles. Additionally, an independent review of research
into income, health inequalities and social problems by Joseph Rowntree Foundation found that
whilst relationships and pathways are complex, for every incremental increase in income, there
is an associated higher level of good health. Consequently, by improving the local economy,
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health will also be improved as a result of reversing the social and economic causes of povertyrelated illness.
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There is a growing set of evidence to show that access to the natural environment, including
urban green spaces, improves health and wellbeing, prevents disease and helps people recover
from illness. In 2013 the Woodland Trust estimated that the NHS could save £2.1bn a year if
everyone had access to green spaces, whilst Natural England have suggested experiencing
nature in the outdoors can help tackle obesity, coronary heart disease and mental health
problems by encouraging people to be more active and reducing levels of stress. Indeed, the
role of waterways and towing paths are specifically referred to within NICE: Public Health
Guidance 8, Promoting and Creating Built or Natural Environments that Encourage and Support
Physical Activity (January 2008) and the Department of Health’s publication Be Active, Be
Healthy: A Plan for Getting the Nation Moving (February 2009) for their role in encouraging
people to become more active.
Reports on Scottish canal regeneration suggests the network of canal towpaths, which is
extensively used for different forms of active travel e.g. walking, jogging and cycling, contributes
almost £7 million of additional public health benefits per annum through:


The value of casualties saved from road traffic accidents



reduction in absenteeism



reduction in exposure to poor air quality



people visit outdoors more and take more exercise

The report suggests that for every £1 invested in the canal towpath network there is a return
of £7 of health benefits. (Source CRT& IWA 2013).
Sandwell in the West Midlands has a British Trust for Conservation Volunteers Green Gym and
a physical activity referral scheme, including independent and guided walks along their
waterways.
Walking is the cheapest, easiest and most accessible forms of exercise available. Having a
pleasant local environment in which to go for a walk can greatly improve the level of activity
participation locally. Restoration of the canal would provide an active waterfront with improved
landscaping and environmental amenity would help encourage far greater use of the towpath
by locals and visitors, leading to significant community benefits.
Cycling is a cheap, environmentally friendly form of transport and one of the fastest growing
sports in Britain as revealed by Sport England’s active people Survey 2012. A 2014 study
commissioned by British Cycling undertaken by Cambridge University centre for Diet and
Activity Research (CEDAR) suggested that relatively minor behaviour change can bring
enormous health dividends, if motorists swapped the car for just 5 minutes of cycling per day
the NHS could save £250m per year as a result of reductions in heart disease, diabetes and
obesity. However, many are discouraged by safety issues associated with cycling on roads or
the initial expense of purchasing a bike in order to ‘have a go’ to see if they take to it. A
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dedicated cycle route with associated cycle hire facilities would help overcome some of these
barriers and likely encourage more local people and visit to participate in cycling this reaping
the associated health benefits. With the marina development there is the opportunity for any
boat related outlet to diversify into cycle repair, sales and hire.
Mental Health problems have been quoted as the crisis of the 21st century. The Mental Health
Foundation notes that 1 in 4 people will experience some kind of mental health problem in the
course of the year, whilst work related stress cost to the UK economy reached a massive £6.5bn
in 2012. Research from European Centre for Environment and Human Health at the University
of Exeter found that Living in an urban area with green spaces has a long-lasting positive impact
on people's mental well-being, much more so than many other temporary measures. As noted
by the National Audit Office’s Report on Enhancing Urban Green Space: “access to green spaces
improves people’s quality of life, reducing stress, encouraging relaxation, and providing a sense
of freedom” all of which are vital of overall wellbeing. What’s more, access to high quality green
spaces can produce measurable improvements to stress levels in a relatively short space of time
(Journal of Mental Health, 2006). Mental Health and Wellbeing benefits that could be seen as
a result of canal restoration and the associated creation of a pleasant enhanced natural
environment include reduced levels of stress, sense of calm and overall wellbeing. Restoration
of the canal provides an opportunity to create new urban and accessible rural green spaces and
water frontage all of which will help encourage more people to use the area and hopefully
benefit from the associated improvements in wellbeing.
Restoration of the Lapal Canal presents an opportunity to help Birmingham City Council to fulfil
their obligation to promote and improve public health locally. Once the Lapal Canal is restored
to California, it is planned to restore it to Halesowen thereby providing health and
socioeconomic benefits to these areas, indeed improvements to the towpath as far as California
will help increase access to Woodgate Valley Country Park as the new canal path will reach to
within yards of the Country Park, effectively extending it.
Educational Benefits
The restored Lapal Canal will be of significant historic and environmental interest which could
be greatly capitalised upon for education. There are a number of educational benefits that could
be realised by canal restoration including direct access to local heritage, biodiversity and the
environment supporting subjects such as geography, history and biology. Many teachers
believe field trips and site visits are vital educational assets, they are “often the most memorable
learning experiences help us to make sense of the world around” (teachers.org.uk) that can help
raise educational achievement. Evidence has proven that ‘outdoor classrooms’ that are highly
conductive to learning and help children and young adults relate and connect to their local
environment, something which can help combat the lack of understanding that feeds into a
spiral of local and global environmental degradation. The Canal and River Trust already operates
an educational programme and provides learning resources linked to the National Curriculum:
trails, water safety sessions, challenges and other activities. Restoration provides the
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opportunity to utilise this and further develop resources such as heritage trails and dipping
ponds.
Further to this, restoration of the canal could provide opportunities for volunteering, where by
people are given the opportunity to learn new skills, which may even improve their confidence
and employability, whilst guided tours could provide an all-round educational asset to be used
by tourists and locals alike.
Community Benefits
Canal restoration can offer opportunities for volunteering that enable communities to come
together to focus on a collective goal, whilst gaining new skills, confidence and sense of pride.
“It is important that local communities are fully engaged in the future planning of their local
waterways so as to secure community ownership and use. The long-term sustainability of the
waterways will be dependent upon a shared vision developed through community involvement
and participation”. (TCPA / BW, Policy Advice Note: Inland Waterways, 2009).
At there is the potential for volunteer projects locally. This could be from walking groups, craft
afternoons to establishing a community garden (perhaps at Stonehouse Brook) and volunteer
ranger services. A restored canal could offer a range of opportunities for such projects to take
place, provide a new focal point for the community and inspire people to get involved.

9. Costs and Forecast Local Economic Benefits
Costs
The cost of the restoration has been estimated in this report at £5 million pounds and we have
estimated that these costs have a degree of uncertainty to be within +/- 40%. As costs nearly
always rise from initial estimates such as this we have assumed an increase of 40% for the
purposes of the cost benefit model. Thus we are working on a cost of restoration, including the
creation of the marina space (but not of any development such as housing or retail around the
marina) of £7 million.
Benefits
The main long-term economic benefits of the Lapal canal restoration project come from the
increased spend in the area as a result of the canal being open, and the fact that it will unlock a
key development site which would deliver significant regenerating benefits to Barnes
Hill/Weoley Castle and the wider area. There is also the potential to save public money locally
through increased health and wellbeing.
Increased Spend Locally
Coopers and Lybrand in their 1995 study of the Kennet and Avon Canal reported average visitor
numbers of the order of 100,000 per mile on popular canals, one third of these visitors spending
an average of £10 (updated to 2016 prices) per visit that would not otherwise have been spent
in the local economy: it should be noted this extra spend was as a result of the improvement of
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a canal that already existed. These figures include popular locations such as Bath and Oxford as well as
major regeneration sites and rural lengths of canal, and have been confirmed by subsequent surveys. At
present these returns are unlikely to be typical of the Worcester and Birmingham Canal at Selly Oak;
however, they will be exceeded at many other spots along the local canal network including honeypot
locations such as Gas Street Basin. The popularity of other lengths of urban canal in particular around
London and the West Midlands suggests that significant visitor numbers might be achieved.
Almost any canal trip boat might reasonably expect to carry 15,000 passengers a year assuming the
vessel has sufficient operating capacity and works school holidays and weekends for the summer six
months.
We have not assumed that any additional day hire boats or holiday hire boats would be based on the
restored length of canal. However, we have assumed that the proposed 60 berth marina is operational
and filled and that another 15 moorings may be available on-line or related to the terminus. In addition,
we have assumed that the restoration will prove attractive enough that boats leaving the main network
will make their way to Weoley Castle and the terminus and not just visit Selly Oak Park. The following
economic benefits (excluding land values) are therefore suggested:
Visitor Type

Category

Expenditure/unit

Units

Total

Running costs
(excluding
mooring
fees/licence)

£1,110

75

£83,250

Mooring fees per
annum

£2,400*

75

£180,000

Spend whilst
aboard per visit

£25**

75 boats/20
visits per boat

£37,500

Visiting boats:
California/Weoley Castle

Average per day

£46

Visiting boats: Selly Oak
Park

Average per day

£46

Passenger/trip

£5

15,000

£75,000

Spend per visit

£8 (average)

250,000***

£2,000,000

Savings to NHS
etc.

£7 per £1 spent on
towpath

3000m

Moored boats: California

Trip boats
Angling/walking/
Cycling
Health Benefits etc.

1000 days

3000 days

@£40pm
Total
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£46,000

£138,000

£840,000
£3,399,750
Per annum

* This assumes £40 per foot per annum with an average boat length of 60 feet – this is in line with local
marinas providing medium level facilities
**mooring spend assumes no residential users – residential boaters also spend their domestic budget in
the local area
*** assumes the successful development of the heritage features and walks identified as an attraction

The benefits as assessed above depend heavily on bankside visitors: this is not unusual and this
reality is one factor that drives the funding priorities for canal restoration. However it does
make the restoration benefits dependent upon a successful bankside product that attracts
significant numbers of visitors.
Further to the above there are many other benefits that can be assessed and captured, but
would not show in a conventional revenue analysis.
Costs versus Benefits
This report is not intended to be a comprehensive cost benefit analysis, however as it presents
both a notional cost and a series of forecast fiscal benefits we are well aware that comparing
the two will take place, and present out own interpretation below.
The first thing to note is that the costs of building the canal will bring benefits to the local
area, and that the ongoing benefits come at a price: maintenance of the asset. Thus the
following costs, benefits and assumptions have been made in the first instance
Cost Item

Cost

Construction

£7,000,000

Routine Maintenance

£15,000 pa

Lock Gates

£200,000

Dredging

£125,000

Contingency

£3,000,000

Benefit Item

Benefit

Boater spend

£529,650 pa

Bankside visitor spend

£2,000,000

Health Benefits etc.

£840,000
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Assumption
Single one-off cost spread
evenly over 5 years: 30% into
local economy
100% into local economy
Renewed every 28 years:
25% into local economy
Once every ten years:30%
into local economy
Allowance for a one-off
failure requiring major
expenditure to save the
canal: assume 2.5% pa after
year 10 and 60% into local
economy
Assumption
Builds up by 10% per annum
to full value
Builds up by 10% per annum
to full value
Builds up by 10% per annum
to full value

Thus with the canal taking five years to build, and the benefits growing by 10% per annum, the
full benefits are assumed to be realised from year 15 onwards. We have put these figures into
a standard spreadsheet that we have developed for the purposes of giving a robustness test for
any business case. The model includes a future year discount rate of 3.5% and uses the figures
over a 50-year time period.


Taking a basic cost of £7 million and the benefits of £3.39 million model becomes
positive in year 11* – four years before the full post-restoration benefits are realised
and only six years after opening.



The annual NPV in the opening year is positive, the canal never operates at a deficit



For robustness we ran the model with a higher cost of £10 million, the same boater
benefits but only 50,000 land-based visitors per annum, resulting in an overall visitor
benefit of £1.7 million rather than £3.3 million. The model becomes positive in year 16*



We have also run the model without the costs and revenue associated with the marina
– the costs saved are the construction and maintenance of the three-rise staircase and
the mooring basin, the revenue foregone that of the moorings in the marina. Whilst the
resulting scheme is arguably less interesting these more or less counterbalance each
other, and the scheme is no more and no less viable without the marina. If Weoley Castle
can be effectively promoted (e.g. “Weoley Castle Canal Festival”) this slightly shorter
scheme may be appealing as an interim measure

* It should be noted the canal only opens to traffic in year 6, and that in the opening year visitor
benefits are likely to be higher than forecast due to the novelty of the “new canal”
These figures mean that there is a reasonable expectation that the local economy will have
benefited by more than the cost of the scheme within between 11 and 14 years of the
restoration commencing (6 to 9 years from the reopening). This does not mean that the funding
agencies get their money back, but it does mean that the scheme generates more for the local
economy than it costs to implement. The figures are given for guidance only, but they indicate
that the scheme is beneficial overall.
Treatment of Mooring Revenue
There are two matters of note regarding mooring revenue.
The moorings will require maintenance: maintenance of the works is already covered in the
costs. Moorings will also require management, however as this is an employment cost it is
effectively a secondary benefit into the community – the cost will need to be considered in a
business plan for the marina operator, but the benefit will be retained in the community.
We have assumed 60 moorings in the marina plus 15 elsewhere – in practice both figures could
be doubled with a relatively modest increase in capital expenditure and virtually no increase in
revenue expenditure, with the potential to double the revenue to the operator and benefits to
the local area.
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10. Conclusions
This report has examined the prospect of restoring the Dudley No. 2 Canal between the eastern
end of Selly Oak Park and California, a distance of 2.2km. This restoration would entail two new
pedestrian and cycle bridges, a refurbished bridge at Somery Road, a new three rise staircase
lock and construction of a marina at California. This report estimates the costs as £7 million.
At the proposed marina (but not elsewhere) there are significant issues over made land that
needs to be fully explored and may impact on the costs of developing a marina and the viability
of associated development due to increased costs. Although the marina would be adversely
affected by differential settlement it is associated residential development that places a greater
load on the site. Further there may still be issues of gas venting from the site.
The economic benefits to the area are expected to justify the capital costs over a period of 30
years, with the cost benefit analysis becoming positive in year 11, six years after the canal has
opened.
We have also run robustness tests on the model that demonstrate that the marina is a welcome
addition, but that the canal can be restored as far as Weoley Castle ruins and still give a return
into the local economy and be self-sustaining. This allows confidence in the restoration as far
as Weoley Castle whilst the marina plans are developed and whilst proposals to link over
Woodgate Valley to Halesowen are developed.
There are significant environmental benefits as the corridor is currently badly degraded and of
limited value, the introduction of a waterway habitat would create a wildlife corridor from Selly
Oak Park westwards. There are opportunities to create community habitat areas where the
local community could create wildlife and ecology areas and utilise these for recreation and
education, thus increasing local involvement and ownership.
We advise that the marina be limited to 60 moorings due to the site constraints, the proposal
is development led and to make the marina any larger will reduce development value. Although
“off-the-shelf” marina business models often call for larger numbers of moorings (often much
larger) we are aware of several viable marina businesses that operate on about 60 moorings.
We also note that the Trust has received helpful pre-application advice from Birmingham City
Council and while there are clear challenges they comment that the project could deliver
benefits to the local community. In particular while this was an old industrial site there is
concern at the loss of public open space. The Trust needs to consider the shape and location of
the marina from a master plan perspective, considering levels from the outset and how the
edges can be integrated. Housing around the perimeter of the marina may be successful in
hiding the level changes and allow proper integration into a new residential focussed estate.
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Also, in parallel the Trust should consider the most appropriate location for the green
infrastructure and how this would connect to off-site green areas such as Woodgate Valley to
the west and Weoley to the east. It’s unlikely that a retail use would be approved. The plan
should help identify development along the canal that will help fund the project and to establish
a marina proposal at California that will create habitat and open space as well as provide
funding.
With the reorganising of the ward boundaries the project now fits neatly in to the new ‘Weoley
and Selly Oak Ward’. For the project to be successful the Trust needs to work closely with local
councillors and community groups who will be supportive of future planning applications.
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APPENDIX ONE

Laser Mapping of the Lapal Canal in Selly Oak Park.
By Ken Pearson Surveyor/Director of Axon Laser Scans Ltd
The Lapal Canal Trust is restoring the 460-metre length of canal in Selly Oak Park in Birmingham, the
line of the canal is very clear but over the years has been filled by garden refuse and general
deterioration over the 60 years since it was abandoned. Lapal Canal Trust approached Atkins
consultants for advice, and they were introduced to me and my company Axon Laser Services Ltd.
The Trust has embarked on a restoration project to restore 5.5 miles of canal over the coming years,
and being a trust, gains it's support through many avenues, one being voluntary assistance,
whereby my services were utilised.

Area o be scanned

Scanning of area with some water

The brief was to ascertain complete measurements, including volumes of a section of the canal at
Selly Oak Park. There are many traditional methods of achieving this, i.e total station topography,
however technology has moved on and now the world of 3D laser scanning (which my company
offers) has opened up a world of possibilities beyond measurement extraction, it also creates a
permanent 3D record in extraordinary detail. Beside the architectural field, it is also used for Asset
Management, Petro/Chemical plants, Highways/Railways/Rivers, Archaeology, Forestry/Arboretums
and Traffic Accidents. The project the Lapal Trust has asked me to carry out was ideal for laser
scanning.

How a scanned Section Looks
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Positioning Reference Balls

Positioning scanning Head

Automatic 360-degree laser scan and video

So what is Laser Scanning!
A laser scanner emits a rapidly moving laser beam and captures the points in 3D space from which
the beam is reflected. The scanner is set up in various locations so as to capture the whole project
area. For this section of the Lapal Canal about 21 scanning positions were used, with total time
about 5 hours. The individual scans are linked together through scanning a minimum of 3 target
spheres/checkerboards stationed between each scan setup. Because the area is overgrown care
had to be taking setting up the spheres, typically these took 5 to 10 minutes to set up for each scan.
Once the site work is completed the information processed on a PC where scanner software
registers each scan by matching the reference targets together and creating a 3d point cloud model.
The resulting 3D model enables precise measurements between any selected points in the scanned
objects and can, if desired, also include colour information/photos. This collected data is of
exceptional quality and can be used either in its raw (Point Cloud) format or exported one of many
file formats to use in 3D or 2D CAD software. By utilising this powerful technology, the scanning
process is rapid, safe and non-invasive therefor less time is spent on site capturing as-built
information, dramatically reducing project timescales and costs.
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Examples of sections taken from the 3D model of scanned data

Section 1

Indicative canal profiles have been added for illustration. In section 1, 8 and 17 the canal has
water in it, so scanned data, is to the water level. In section 24 and 29 some of the original
puddle clay was removed and
there is no water. The information can be used by the Lapal Canal Trust to help estimate the
amount of infill to be removed and where and how much puddle clay to be restored to make the
canal waterproof.

Section 8

Section 17
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Section 24

Section 29

We have contributed a small part to this community venture, hopefully we may continue to be
involved in the whole scheme!
Ken Pearson
Axon Laser Scans Ltd.
kp@axonlaserscans.co.uk
Tel 07973 269110
If you want more information and a 390Mb video of the points please contact the Lapal Canal Trust
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APPENDIX TWO

Topographical Survey.
In May 2018 Midland Survey Engineers Lewis Reilly and his colleague assisted by Peter Fisher of the
Lapal Canal Trust carried out a detailed survey of the proposed marina site with spot heights on a
10m grid, this was followed by heights every 20m of the 2250m route to Selly Oak Park. Midland
Survey’s Jim Hudson kindly converted the information to the contour map shown below.
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Topographical information of the route prepared by Midland Survey in May 2018 with points
taken approximately every 20m. Water level of canal is 138m
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APPENDIX THREE

Linking Paths from Selly Oak to California.
A Introduction.
The current path should be upgraded to become a significant asset to the city. It links Selly
Oak Park to Woodgate valley and the Bartley Green area of Birmingham to the Hospital and
University in Selly Oak which has a staff, patient and student population of about 60,000,
making it one of the more concentrated working areas in the city. The current path is
impassable in winter, its neglected and used for moderate fly tipping.
As part of the restoration the path would be upgraded to an all-weather 2m wide path for
cyclists and pedestrians. Where it’s feasible it would be desirable to have a 1.5m grass verge
between the path and the restored canal, this would be useful for securing visiting boats and
provide room for anglers. We would expect the path to attract grants to assist with the
project funding.
B. Access routes
There are 10 pedestrian access routes joining the path, these are in relatively good condition
but in need of some TLC. The locations are shown in the plan below and photographs of the
10 access points shown at the end of the section
Access routes and position of Bridges
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Pictures of the 10 access points
Access 1 102 Corisande Road

Access 2 189 Reservoir Road

Access 3 162 Corisande Road

Access 5

Access 4

23 Nathely Grove

12 Corisande Road

Access 6 319 Reservoir Road

Access 7 & 8 Bottetourt Road

Looking North & South
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Access 9 & 10

Somery Lane

looking North & South

C . Bridges over the Canal
The canal will have 5 crossing points, two are existing bridges and 3 will need to be installed.
They will be an interesting feature of the route.
Bridge No 1 Selly Oak Park bridge. This was built in 1795 and is thought to be one of the oldest
canal bridges in Birmingham, its in general use by pedestrians and occasional light vehicles. It is
badly in need of some restoration and should be an attractive feature of the park. In 2016 the
Inland Waterways Association Waterways Recovery Volunteer group cleaned away the Ivy that
was damaging the structure

Bridge No 2 Linking 189 Reservoir Rd to 162 and 102 Corisande Road, possibly replacing the old lift
Bridge demolished in 1928
Plans Lift Bridge demolished in 1928 from CRT records
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Bridge No 3 Linking 12 Corisande Road to 23 Nathely Grove and 319 Reservoir Road. This will be a
new Swing Bridge.

Bridge No 4 At Bottetourt Rd could be a fixed bridge with disabled ramp access.
Bridge No 5 . The Somery road bridge built in 1795 remains and needs to be excavated and should
be useable, it was covered up in the 1950’s. It could be an attractive asset
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APPENDIX FOUR

Proposed Marina Site in California
Introduction.
The Atkins 2007 Feasibility report included a suggestion for a Marina in the California District of
Bartley Green

Atkins proposal in their 2007 feasibility Study
In 2014 Architectural Students of Birmingham City University working for an organisation called
Made produced a detailed 24 page report of utilising the area for housing and a Marina. This was
for 104. 1 to 4-bedroom homes
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Professional Advice.

The Lapal Trust held discussions with several Marina operators and with Nicola Tindale of Bloc
who have experience of Water Side development. Nicola with her Architect Mountford Pigott
has very kindly drawn up several different schemes. Help also received from British Waterways
Marina Limited who used their economic model to help model possible costs and income for a
Marina. The Marina is small so needs to partner with an existing Marina or to have single team to
both manage the Marina and the canal from Selly Oak to California.
Marina with all residential scheme

Marina with all retail Scheme
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Marina with mixed retail residential Scheme

Marina with Student village

Summary Table
Type of Scheme

Residential units

Retail Units

Car parking

Development Value

Residential only

87 units 8643 sq. m

Nil

55

£3m

5 units 4955 sq. m

295

£5m

46 units 3058 sq. m

4 units 3940 sq. m

237

£4m

318 units

Nil

320

£2.8m

Mainly retail
only
Mixed retail
residential
Student Village

17 units 1633 sq. m

The four schemes are illustrative of what might be feasible, they help to estimate the site
development value, in practice changes would be made to balance the needs of potential
developers. The shape of the Marina could change. Below is the optimum shape to maximise the
number of boats. Its recognised in practice that a smaller Marina might better optimise the financial
justification.
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The initial assumption was that marina would help to meet the open space requirement for a
development including housing. Birmingham City Council in their pre-application planning advice
(Appendix 5) have clarified that this is not the case and in fact residential boats will require their
own open space allocation. Bearing in mind this requirement and the importance of housing to
make restoration of a landfill site a realistic possibility we now believe that boat capacity will need
to be around 60, rather than the possible maximum of 115. Reducing the Marina size will also help
to reduce costs as it makes it more manageable to handle the site levels across the site

Notes.
1. The estimated £2m cost for building and equipping the Marina would
need to be raised by grants so that the revenue generated would be
used for maintaining the canal route rather than servicing the debt.
2. The layout of the Marina is not the optimum and is merely illustrative.
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APPENDIX FIVE
Pre-Application Advice
Provided by Birmingham City Council in July 2017
From: Ben Plenty [mailto:Ben.Plenty@birmingham.gov.uk]
To: Hugh Humphreys (nbhugh@gmail.com) <nbhugh@gmail.com>
Subject: 2017/05459/PA Pre-application enquiry for restoration works to the canal.
Dear Hugh
I refer to your email of the 26th May and previous correspondence. After reading your email I
decided that I needed to create a formal pre-app file to gather together our correspondence,
discussions and emerging plans.
As such please use the reference above for any future emails etc.
Please consider the below as a formal response to the current proposal. I refer to your layout plan
reference 2020-Fo3 showing a marina with 87 moorings, retail (of 3,940sqm GIA) and 46 dwellings
(consisting of 1, 2, 3, and 4 bed units). The dwellings would have 100% parking provision, the marina
would have 11 spaces and the retail 134 spaces.
For the sake of this advice I will assume that the redundant canal route would be re-established to
enable the marina to connect into a canal system.
In terms of principle
The project proposes the loss of public open space and replacement with residential and retail use.
This raises three key principles; loss of open space, the suitability of residential in this location and
the suitability of retail in this location.
Loss of open space
Policies in the Birmingham Development Plan and the National Planning Policy Framework protect
open space from development. The policy requires an assessment of the provision of POS in the
area, an open space assessment would consider adequacy of supply, quality and accessibility of
each within 3kms of the site. If this shows that the POS is surplus the scheme still needs to provide
new POS to meet the demands of the new residents (on a ration of 2ha per 1000 population, as set
out in Policy TP9 of the BDP. This would either require 87+46 =133 dwellings x 3 bed (average) = 399
people = 7,980sqm of POS OR 46 x 3 bed (average) = 138 people and 2,760sqm of POS, if we
exclude the moorings. The POS should be provided on site as a first preference.
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The Suitability of residential
Being within the limits of the City and being connect to the primary road network and providing
access to public transport there would be no objection to the site for residential use (subject to the
above loss being fully resolved).
The Suitability of retail
The site is in an out of centre location. Being 400m beyond the nearest identified local centre
(Weoley Castle) being 549m to the south. Being over 2,500sqm of retail proposed you would need
to undertake a Retail Impact Assessment. This would have to consider the impact of the scheme on
existing centres, and whether there are any sequentially preferable sites within or on the edge of
existing centres. It is impossible to comment on the principle until this work has been done, but it is
being proposed in the least favoured location for new retail use (out of centre) and is therefore
unlikely to be found to be suitable.
In terms of design principles
The site is a council owned area of public open space and has a power line running through the
northwest corner. The site slopes dramatically from north to south and from east to west, meaning
that the proposed layout, informed by the context, is essential. 3D modelling, based on accurate on
and off-site survey date is therefore critical to understand how the project would integrate into the
local context, this constraint would be further challenged by the proposal for a marina (that clearly
requires a large flat and level area, that connects into the ‘canal’ datum to function). It therefore
seems premature to consider the proposed layout without having the above key data.
However, in brief the current layout raises a series of concerns. I suspect that the northern edge of
the Marina would be substantially lower than natural ground level and as such would present a
deep drop to users of Stonehouse Lane. Railings would deal with the immediate safety concern but
would not satisfy a broader design concern. How the marina edge is handled to all sides is very
important; it is essential that it provides a level relationship to pedestrians on the edge with
landscaped graded levels and possible buildings providing
the level change (with single aspect at the lower level) to
properly integrate with the local area;
Also, the proposed residential areas need to consist of a
Perimeter block formation with back gardens adjacent to
other back gardens. This would enhance the design and
strengthen the legibility of the whole, as well as making the
development more secure and defendable. The space in
front around the brook, should be an enhanced area of POS
with a footpath through a linear park, providing visual interest and ecological benefits.
The retail, like the marina, presents major design/layout challenges due to its nature and the
context. Retail uses in this context should be set back from the road (with parking in front) and be
framed behind with further buildings to hide their mass and often ‘dead’ sides and rear. These
concerns are in addition to concerns mentioned above in regard to the principle.
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Other issues
New residential requires to satisfy Affordable Housing Policy (that seeks 35% affordable housing)
and would require a contribution towards education funding.
The servicing areas for the retail uses would cause disturbance to the local existing residents due to
its proximity.
The site is currently a capped land-filled site and would require substantial reclamation to be made
suitable for residential use. I recommend that you talk to our Land Contamination Team (Paul
Burns) in Regulatory Services to discuss the required strategy (if you’re not already in discussions). A
viability appraisal would be necessary if you cannot achieve a Policy compliant proposal (for
affordable housing, on site POS and education contributions).
Summary
Overall, and considering your last email, I think this project is interesting (albeit ambitious) and
could deliver benefits to the local area and the Lapal Trust. I am very concerned about the loss of
the open space, I think this is a valued local resource that would need to be compensated through
enhanced on-site provision to off-set the area lost. The proposed retail causes substantial disquiet
due to both principle and design. As I have set out above large flat slabs are hard to hide and
integrate, the proposed marina already presents major design challenges to prevent it appearing to
be unceremoniously plonked (sorry technical term) into the site. Further housing around its
perimeter, hiding level changes and properly integrating it into a new residential focussed estate,
may be successful but the retail will remove much of the scope for both the integration and the POS
off set.
I strongly advise you to remove the retail component and focus solely on residential use.
I also strongly advise you to consider the shape and location of the marina from a master plan
perspective, considering levels from the outset and how the edges can be integrated. Also in
parallel you should consider the most appropriate location for the green infrastructure and how this
would connect to off-site green areas such as Woodgate Valley to the west and Weoley to the east.
Regards
Ben Plenty
Principal Planning Officer - Edgbaston
The above comments are made without prejudice to any final decision made by the local
planning authority.
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APPENDIX SIX

Ground Condition Desk Survey
This is a summary of the 274 page Ground Condition Desk Study commissioned by the Lapal Canal
Trust and completed in June 2018 by Acivico - Thanks to Bob Manders for collecting all the data, his
full report to be made available to remediation specialists.
The study covers the history of the site and includes historic maps from 1880 onwards and details of
bore holes with log sheets from 1991, also historic maps of tunnels for the brick construction works
and a map of trenches built to collect methane.

1.

Historical Introduction

The current proposal is to redevelop an area of land that is currently Public Open Space (known
as Old Quarry Park) as a marina for canal boats with possible residential and/or retail
developments.
Research has shown that the southern part of the site was crossed by a canal (opened in 1798),
emerging from the Lapal Tunnel in the south western corner of the study area. A large Brickworks
was operating on the site to the north of the canal by the 1870s and ground working included
excavation of materials for brick manufacture and connection to other nearby clay pits. The Lapal
Tunnel was closed in 1917 after repeated problems with collapse, thought to be associated with
mine working to the north west of the site. At one time a former Wood Yard encroached into the
south western corner of the site. The canal continued to serve the Brickworks with its link to the
canal network in Selly Oak being maintained. It is unclear when the Brickworks ceased its
activities, but it was shown on historical mapping as being at least partly used by what is thought
to be a Local Authority Salvage Department in the late 1940s. By the 1960s the canal had been
backfilled and the there is evidence that infilling had started to take place elsewhere on the site.
The site was used as a landfill and was initially unlicensed. The landfill activities were licensed
between 1977 and 1979 when material imported on site was supposed to be restricted to the
deposition of topsoil and subsoil.
Beyond the site perimeter industrial activity has included the excavation of clay and sand pits and
immediately to the east of the site a yard area (known as Kiely’s Yard) was used as a salt store by
West Midlands County Council before becoming a council depot. This yard area included land on
the line of the former canal. Archive information indicates that two sewers were laid within the
former canal in Kiely’s yard running from the proposed marina site. It is highly likely that the
sewers were also installed within the infilled canal on the marina site, but this will require
verification.
Geology maps indicate that there should be superficial deposits potentially consisting of a range
of soil types and the bedrock beneath most of the site is sandstone. An inferred fault line indicates
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that mudstone bedrock could be present in the south west corner of the site. Excavation of the
former canal and activities undertaken for the manufacture of bricks means that some of the
natural deposits will have been removed and/or disturbed.
There is limited information in archives of ground investigations undertaken on the site in the
early 1990s. These have shown between 3.0m and 12.8m of made ground present to the north of
the canal. The made ground at depth had the appearance of partly decomposed landfill material
(reported as being odorous at some locations). It also included deposits of ash, building materials
and disturbed natural ground. Nearer to the surface the made ground comprised topsoil and
subsoil, with inclusions of ash and building waste. This is likely to reflect the tipping activities before
and after licensing of the landfill, but the presence of ash and building waste (which may be
contaminated) indicates some contravention of the Waste Disposal License had occurred. Various
archive documents refer to the landfill on the site as having been capped, which is likely to relate
to the post 1977 infilling, but the materials will not have been engineered to standards required by
modern landfills. There will also not be an impermeable base to the landfill.
Boreholes sunk to the south of the canal but still within the confines of the site indicate that
some infilling has occurred, with definite made ground or possibly disturbed natural ground
being encountered. This is likely to be material that was deposited after 1977. The depth at
which bedrock is present or natural soils capable of supporting heavy loads has never been
proven
Testing undertaken as part of the investigation on the site in the 1990s was restricted to
assessing the landfill gas regime. These showed high levels of landfill gases (methane and carbon
dioxide) to the north of the infilled canal and evidence of lateral ground gas migration. As a
result of this an impermeable barrier was installed around the main landfill area. A series of
ventilation trenches were installed inside this feature, linked to gas venting columns that have
rotating cowls to assist gas dispersion. These columns are still present, although some have
become inoperative over the years. The current ground gas regime is not known and may have
decreased, but degradation of organic matter within the materials deposited before 1977 could
have left the ground voided and unstable at depth. There may also have been some wash-out of
fines from surface water percolating through the landfill.

2. Main Factors affecting the site
The ground condition is made up from building waste and domestic rubbish, there is no detailed
record of the contents. Bore hole data taken 25 years ago is available and provides an indication of
the cover and contents.
Significant depths of made ground present over most of the site. These have been proven to
be present to depth of between 3.0 and 12.8m in the main landfill area to the north of the
infilled canal.
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Data on depth and condition of ground is limited, the detailed profile of the ground is
unknown and greater depths could be present.
The cost of construction of structures may necessitate a revision in the proposed layouts of
the site, with these being adjusted to reflect the varying depth and landfill materials/suitable
There is reference in an archive report to two sewers being laid across the former depot site
(known as Kiely’s Yard) to the immediate east of the site. The report states that these were
laid in the bed of the former canal and enter the site from the proposed marina site (These
could be water drainage channels from the sealed tunnel)
The site is affected by historical features associated with the former canal and Brickworks.

3. Birmingham City Council Records
Records available from Birmingham City Council show that all but the north western corner of the
site is classed as a landfill (reference LF14 - Former Brickworks Site, Stonehouse Lane, Weoley
Castle). These records show it was used for the disposal of controlled waste. Part of the infilling
had taken place pre-1977 (unlicensed) and part between 1977-79 (licensed). The site is recorded
to have accepted domestic refuse and is capped with clay containing ash, brick and gravel, which
contravenes post 1977 licensing. Civil Engineering Remedial Works were undertaken in 1992/3
including the installation of impermeable (perimeter) barriers and trenches/gas venting columns.
A plan showing the proposed location of the perimeter barrier and vent trenches is available
(Appendix 4) and may vary from the actual locations. Depths of made ground and levels of ground
gases recorded on the site are recorded by the Local Authority (Appendix 2)

4.

GroundSure GeoInsight reports

Historic Maps included in Appendix 1
Superficial Geology – GroundSure GeoInsight report refers to various deposits being present
on the site including Till (a variable mixture of sands/gravel and/or clays/silts), Glaciolacustrine
Deposits (clay and silt) and Glaciofluvial deposits of sand and gravel. In reality the mapping of
such deposits will be inaccurate and it is likely that some of these materials will have been
removed for the excavation of the canal and as part of the ground working on the site.
Solid Geology – The bedrock under the vast majority of the site is shown as being Sandstone).
In the extreme SE corner of the site the bedrock is mapped as part of the Alveley Formation
(Mudstone, Siltstone and Sandstone).

5.

Bore Holes (Appendix 2 )

The Industrial Research Laboratories produced a report in 1991 related to an intrusive investigation
the main purpose being to determine depths of made ground and the potential for nearby housing
to the south of the site to be affected by migration of landfill gases. It also included a summary of
the findings of the Site Assessment referred to above.
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Four boreholes were sunk across the northern part of the site as it was assumed that the
greatest depth of made ground would be present in that area. These revealed between 7.0 and
12.8m of made ground, overlying natural soils. The made ground appeared to comprise of a
“capping” described as containing topsoil, disturbed sands, gravel and clays, along with brick,
ash and other building materials. Beneath this the made ground had the appearance of partly
decomposed refuse with ash and building material, and in some instances was described as
being odorous. It is noted that the thickness of “capping” encountered in the boreholes in the
northern part of the site varied in thickness from 1.5 – 3.5m. It is possible that the capping was
not brought in as an engineered fill material and that the two types of made ground reflect
different activities when infilling the site before and after licensing in 1977.
Three other boreholes were sunk to the south of the line of the former canal within the site
boundary. Two of these boreholes were located near the south west corner of the site and
showed between 2.3m and 2.9m of made ground. The log sheets for these boreholes
differentiated between the near-surface made ground (present to depths of 0.9-1.6m) and the
underlying fill materials. Materials near surface
comprised of topsoil with ash and brick and the fill materials beneath were described as clay
with ash and brick. A borehole in the south east corner of the site showed definite made
ground comprising topsoil with gravel ash and brick to a depth of 3.2m and possibly disturbed
silty clays and gravels to a depth of 4.8m. In all three boreholes the underlying natural strata
was a variable mixture of clays, silts, sands and gravels.
The absence of domestic refuse in boreholes to the south of the former canal suggests that it
is possible that all of the made ground at these locations was imported on to site around the
same time as the “capping” to the north of the former canal (i.e. potentially after 1977).
As part of the investigation a series of boreholes were located to the immediate south of the
Stonehouse Brook. One borehole showed 6m of made ground and its position corresponded to
the infilled pond shown on old OS maps. Another borehole further to the east showed 5.7m of
definite made ground but there is no feature shown on old maps that would account for this
depth of infilling. Other boreholes in this series showed much less made ground.
As part of the investigation a borehole was located on R.S.P.C.A. site on the opposite side of
Barnes Hill. This confirmed the presence of deep made ground that was associated with the
former Brick and Tile works in that area.
Copies of the borehole log sheets and their location plans from the original reports are included
in Appendix 2.

6.

Methane Gas Ventilation System

The Local Authority commissioned a passive landfill gas ventilation system on the study site
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based on the findings of the 1991 ground investigation. Available records of this are very
limited but the Local Authority has supplied a plan dated 1991 that shows a proposed system of
trenches on the site connected to a series of ventilation columns. A copy of this plan is included
in Appendix 4 to this report. Although there are no available records of monitoring for ground
gases post remediation it is understood that no further remedial works have been carried out
apart from the periodic replacement of vandalised venting columns, which is indicative of the
effectiveness of the scheme.
As it has been 27 years since this investigation it is possible that biodegradation of organic
matter in the landfill on the site has decreased. A slower rate of gas generation may still be
occurring and there is the possibility of residual gases being trapped with the made ground.
The ventilation system around the site would have helped remove methane but gases that are
heavier than air (such as carbon dioxide) may have accumulated. This is a common finding when
investigating old landfills.
Other infilled areas beyond the site boundary are potential sources of ground gases, but
methane levels may have decreased in time and the impermeable barrier that has been
constructed around the perimeter of the site for the control on landfill gases that were being
generated in-situ, would prevent lateral migration onto the site.

7. Summary of conclusions and recommendations are made.
It is likely that the made ground would be classed as having a poor strength/state of
compaction and may have become partially voided over the years due to decomposition of
organic material within the landfill and the possible washout of fines.
A remediation specialist would also have to be engaged to address foundation and civil
engineering issues, including providing information to assist the feasibility process.
If not done so already, it will be necessary to engage the services of a specialist company
experienced with construction of marina and waterways on difficult ground in order to look at
potential design solutions on which outline costs could be obtained.
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Appendix 1 Groundsure Historic Maps
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1902-1904
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1959 - 1964
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Appendix 2

Bore Hole Data from 1991 showing location
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Example of Bore Hole Data Sheets from 1991
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Appendix 3

Groundsure Railways and Tunnels Map – no date

Appendix 4 Methane Trenches from 1991
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APPENDIX SEVEN

Planning Policy Review Prepared by Jenny Smith of Moss Naylor Young
Policy Review
Under the provisions of the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 and Town and Country
Planning Act 1990, any development taking place within the UK must comply with the Proposals and
Policies of the statutory land use planning system. The aim of the land use planning system, as defined
in national policy guidance, is to achieve sustainable development by guiding, and where necessary
controlling, development that takes place so as to ensure present needs are accommodated
without jeopardising those of future generations.
As restoration of the Dudley No2 Canal will require a significant amount of development to take
place, which may include changes of use along its length, proposals must comply with the regulatory
planning framework for the area, this case the National Planning Policy Framework for England
(2012) and the Birmingham Development Plan 2031 (adopted 2017).
This section provides a review of the planning policy framework that will be used to guide
development decisions along the proposed area of restoration. A brief review of national
planning policy (with which all policy must comply) is followed by analysis of the current statutory
local planning framework for Birmingham namely the Birmingham Development Plan 2031 and
saved policies from chapter eight of the Unitary development Plan 2005.
The National Planning Policy Framework - Department for Communities and Local Government,
March 2012
The National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) sets out the Government’s planning policies for
England and how these are expected to be applied when producing local plans and supporting
documents and when making decisions regarding land use and development.
The document clearly states that the overall purpose of the planning system is to achieve sustainable
development, namely balancing the needs of the economy with those of society and the
natural environment. A number of core planning principles are identified, those which are of
relevance to this this project include:





promoting mixed use developments, encouraging multiple benefits from the use of land
whilst recognising some open land can perform many functions (including for wildlife and
recreation)
conserving heritage assets in a manner appropriate to their significance so that they can be
enjoyed and add to the quality of life for this and future generations
supporting local strategies to improve health, social and cultural wellbeing for all
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Proactively driving and supporting sustainable economic development
seeking high quality design and a good standard of amenity
accounting for the different roles and character of areas and promoting urban vitality; and
conserving and enhancing the natural environment

Restoration of the Lapal Canal presents the opportunity to deliver a number of these core
planning policy principles subject to proposals not resulting in any adverse risk of flooding and
meeting high quality standards of design. Proposals should also provide access to all members of
the community, including by sustainable modes of transport. Indeed, the document notes that
access to high quality open spaces can make an important contribution to the health and wellbeing
of communities; as such Local Authorities should seek opportunities to provide better facilities by
enhancing rights of way and linking existing networks.
With regards to tourism and leisure facilities, the NPPF suggests tourism facilities should be located
within town centres wherever possible. Indeed, paragraph 37 notes “Planning policies should aim
for a balance of land uses within their area so that people can be encouraged to minimise journey
lengths for employment, shopping, leisure, education and other activities.” Restoration of the
canal could offer leisure facilities to complement regeneration and mixed use development
already taking place at Battery Park.
The document also suggests the planning system should contribute to and enhance the
environment by providing net gains in biodiversity where possible, and that Local Planning
Authorities should recognise that heritage assets are an irreplaceable resource and so positively plan
for the conservation and enjoyment of the historic environment. This could include putting them to
viable uses consistent with conservation, something which can assist in creating sustainable
communities.
It can be concluded that restoration of the Lapal canal would help fulfil a many of the
objectives identified in the NPPF by improving the local environment by providing a community
resource that could help encourage more healthy lifestyles and offers benefits for wildlife
and biodiversity. A restored canal would complement regeneration and development taking place
to the east at Battery Park and may help to attract further investment in the local area.
Local Planning Policy – Birmingham development Plan, Birmingham City Council, (adopted 2017)
The overall vison for the Birmingham Development Plan (BDP), as set out in chapter 3, is that by 2031
“Birmingham will be renowned as an enterprising, innovative and green City that has delivered
sustainable growth meeting the needs of its population and strengthening its global competitiveness.”
pp.18.
Eleven objectives are identified to enable delivery of the vision. Those which are of relevance to
this project can be summarised as:
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To develop Birmingham as a City of sustainable neighbourhoods with locally distinctive
character;
To create a prosperous, successful and enterprising economy with benefits felt by all;
To provide high quality connections throughout the City and with other places
including encouraging the increased use of public transport, walking and cycling;
To create a more sustainable City that minimises its carbon footprint and promotes
brownfield regeneration;
To encourage better health and well-being through the provision of new and existing
recreation, sport and leisure facilities linked to good quality public open space;
To protect and enhance the City’s heritage assets and historic environment;



To conserve and enhance Birmingham’s natural environments, allowing biodiversity
and wildlife to flourish; and



To ensure that the City has the infrastructure in place to support its future growth
and prosperity.

Text accompanying these objectives notes that new development will need to be built to the
highest sustainability standards, helping to generate wider benefits in terms of the quality of the
environment and carbon reduction. All future development will need to be supported by suitable
social and green infrastructure and set within environments that reflect the character and
history of the City and are accessible to all members of the community. “The canal network will
continue to be promoted as a vital asset for the City, supporting movement, environmental and
biodiversity quality and as the setting for development. The historic environment will be central to shaping
the City’s future. Heritage assets will be valued and conserved as part of the delivery of distinctive
places. Equally, biodiversity and geodiversity will be critical components in delivering a high quality
of life.” Pp.19-20.
Planning for growth is addressed in chapter 4 which identifies high levels of housing and economic
growth across the city and beyond.
Policy PG3 - Place Making, states that all new development will be expected to demonstrate high
quality of design, which will contribute to a strong sense of place. New development should
(in summary): reinforce or create a positive sense of place and local distinctiveness which
responds to local heritage site conditions; be innovative; create safe environments that design out
crime and make provision for people with disabilities; provide attractive environments that
encourage people to move around by cycling and walking; and make sustainable design integral to
development, such as green infrastructure, sustainable drainage and energy generating
features.
Area specific policy and strategy is contained in chapter 5 ‘Spatial Delivery of Growth’. The plan
identifies eight key areas across the city which will make a significant contribution to delivering
levels of growth, including ‘Selly Oak and South Edgbaston’. This area is identified as a major
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regeneration and investment opportunity, which includes growth of the District Centre, 700 new
homes and a new life sciences campus (as identified within Policy GA9). This area will see significant
investment in major strategic sites to maximise the potential of the University and Hospitals,
promote economic diversification and to secure significant spin off benefits from new
development. In particular the area will provide the focus for the clustering of activities
associated with medical technology in the Life Sciences sector including a new 4 ha Life Sciences
Campus on the northern end of the Birmingham Battery site. Such development will be
supported by improvements in access for public transport walking and cycling and
improvements to the natural environment, “including improvement to the Bourne Brook corridor to
encourage habitat connectivity between Woodgate Valley and Cannon Hill Park, and completion of
key missing links in the City’s Linear Open Space walkway network, and improvements to the canal
network including assistance for the restoration of the Lapal Canal”. pp.61. Restoration of the Lapal
canal would complement wider environmental improvements, and possibly provide the
opportunity to create a recreational ‘loop’ utilising a restored canal and improved route along
the Bourne Brook.
The former canal corridor is identified as linear open space on the BDP’s proposal map. Although there
are no specific policies relating to this allocation, open space is addressed in Policy TP9 which sets
standards for open space provision and notes that developer contributions could be sought to
address demand arising from new development. The emphasis will be on good quality, safe and
accessible public open space that people want to use. There should be well maintained paths,
hard and soft landscape elements, bins, seats and other appropriate site furniture and the needs
of people with disabilities should be taken into account.
Other policy allocations that lie in close proximity to the canal corridor are as follows:
The eastern end of the canal runs through Battery Retail Park, an area allocated for mixed use
development that lies within a ‘growth area’ as addressed on Policy GA9 above. Although there
are no specific policies relating to mixed use development, Policy TP21 - The network and
hierarchy of centres identifies Selly Oak as a focus for significant growth with a requirement for
25,000 sqm of comparison retail floor space and 10,000 sqm of office floor space. Restoration of the
canal could help provide an attractive leisure facility to complement growth in this area.
In very close proximity to this end of the canal lies Selly Oak Train station and associated Park and ride
facilities which are linked to strategic cycle route that runs north east into the city. Policy TP38 A sustainable transport network, supports the development of a high quality integrated
sustainable transport system, with a choice of modes, including the development of public
transport, cycling and walking networks. Further to this, Policy TP39 – Walking, promotes the
provision of safe and pleasant walking environments throughout Birmingham, whilst Policy TP40 –
Cycling, states that cycling will be encouraged through a comprehensive city-wide programme of
cycling infrastructure improvements (both routes and trip end facilities), including “further
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development and enhancement of an extensive off-road network of canal towpaths and green
routes”pp.125. Provision of a well maintained towpath as part of a restored canal, linked to
existing networks would complement the aims of all of these policies, in particular the city wide
ambition to promote cycling as a means of transport across the city.
Within Battery Park and to running parallel to the north of the canal is another linear open
space (Bourne Brook), the line of which is a site of local importance for nature conservation,
which travels west to meet Woodgate Valley Country Park, a local nature reserve, which is a site of
importance for nature conservation. Policy TP8 - Biodiversity and Geodiversity, supports and
promotes the maintenance, enhancement and restoration of sites of national and local
importance for biodiversity and geology, and strongly resists any development that would directly or
indirectly cause harm to such sites. Furthermore, the policy notes: “Development proposals which are
likely to affect any designated site or important habitat, species or geological feature must be supported
by adequate information to ensure that the likely impact of the proposal can be fully assessed. The
integrity of wildlife corridors and ‘stepping stones’ connecting them will be protected from
development which would harm their function….All development should, where relevant, support the
enhancement of Birmingham’s natural environment, having regard to strategic objectives for the
maintenance, restoration and creation of ecological and geological assets, such as those identified for
the Birmingham and Black Country Nature Improvement Area” pp 78-79. Restoration of the canal
provides an excellent opportunity to deliver ecological enhancements and provide a
complementary ‘green corridor’, linked to existing wildlife sites.
The themes of reducing the City’s carbon footprint, which have relevance to this project are:


Policy TP2 - Adapting to climate change which identified measures to help manage the impacts
of climate change including, managing Flood Risk and promoting sustainable drainage systems
(Policy TP6), promoting and enhancing a green infrastructure network in the City (Policy TP7),
Protecting the natural environment and promoting and enhancing biodiversity and
ecosystems (Policy TP8), and “where applicable, maintain and enhance the blue network to
reflect the benefits that canals and rivers bring to urban cooling”.



Policy TP3 – Sustainable construction which promotes the use of sustainable construction
methods to maximise energy efficiency and the use of low carbon energy, conserve water and
reduce flood risk, and minimise waste and maximise recycling during construction
and operation. Development should also consider the type and source of the materials
used and
With regards to enhancement of water resources, this policy goes on to state “As well as
providing water and drainage, the City’s rivers, streams, canals, lakes and ponds are an
important amenity and are also valuable as wildlife habitats. Opportunities to increase the
wildlife, amenity and sporting value of natural water features and canals will also be
encouraged, provided that there is no adverse impact upon water quality, flood risk or the
quality of the natural environment. Proposals should demonstrate compliance with the
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Humber River Basin Management Plan exploring opportunities to help meet the Water
Framework Directive’s targets” pp.75.
Policy - TP7 Green infrastructure network which seeks to protect, enhance and expand the
City’s green infrastructure network (something which planting along the route of canal
could help to achieve).
Policy TP12 - Historic environment states that the historic environment will be
valued, protected, enhanced and managed for its contribution to character, local
distinctiveness and sustainability. Great weight will be given to the conservation of the
City’s heritage assets, opportunities for information gain through investigations as part
of proposed development will be maximised and innovative design which retains the
significance of the heritage asset(s) and is integrated with the historic environment will
be encouraged. Of particular note the policy states “The historic importance of canals is
acknowledged, and important groups of canal buildings and features will be protected,
especially where they are listed or in a Conservation Area. Where appropriate the
enhancement of canals and their settings will be secured through development
proposals.”pp.84.

Local Planning Policy – Saved Policies from Birmingham Unitary Development Plan (UDP), 2005
(January 2017)
The Birmingham Development Plan replaced almost all policies in the Unitary Development Plan (UDP)
2005 with the exception of policies contained chapter 8 and paragraphs 3.14 to 3.14D of the
2005 plan. These ‘saved’ policies will continue to be in force until the adoption of the council’s
proposed Development Management Document. Saved policies from the 2005 UDP chiefly relate to
the design of development, specific uses (development control), planning obligations,
supplementary planning documents and enforcement.
The UDP recognises the role of good design in the continued improvement of Birmingham as a
desirable place to live, work and visit. Paragraph 3.14 sets out a series of good design principles that
development should follow, including the nature and quality of the public domain, the
relationship of one part of the City to other parts, and patterns of movement and activity. When
submitting planning applications, developers will be expected to demonstrate they have
considered these principles in a written statement, supported by plans, elevations and drawings or
photographs, which show the site and the proposed development in relation to the surrounding
buildings and uses.
Applications for new development will be assessed against a series of design principles. Those which
are relevant to this project include: the impact that the proposed development would have on
the local character of an area; permeability and ease of movement; legibility and safety of
environments; retention of mature trees; and appropriate landscaping. Development should also
have regards to guidelines set out in key Supplementary Planning Guidance/ Documents (SPG/SPD)
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documents including “Places for All,” “Places for Living,” the Birmingham Nature Conservation
Strategy, and the Canalside Development Design Guidelines.
Policies saved in chapter 8 - Additional City Wide Policies, address specific issues which are not dealt
with in previous chapters of the UDP, and which require detailed development control guidance.
Those which are worthy of note are as follows:
Policy DC17 - Houseboat Residential Moorings seeks to encourage new housing developments along
canal frontages in the City Centre, noting that houseboat moorings can contribute towards the
attractiveness of canal frontages, both in the City Centre and elsewhere on the canal network. The
Houseboat Moorings policy (SPG) contains detailed guidance on the issues, and should be read in
conjunction with the policies in the Canalside Development in Birmingham - Design Guidelines (SPG).
ENV1) Conservation Strategy for Birmingham – “Regeneration through Conservation” notes
the objective to enhance the profile of conservation in Birmingham and notes that the
Conservation Strategy (SPG), revised in 1999, seeks to raise the profile of conservation in Birmingham, and
identifies a series of policy objectives, which provide the foundation for this. The SPG also sets out
detailed guidance on listed buildings, the “local list,” conservation areas, historic landscapes, canals
and archaeology.
ENV2) Nature Conservation Strategy for Birmingham notes the role of the Nature Conservation
Strategy (SPG) in building on the policy context set out in the UDP, providing more detailed guidance
on protecting and managing the natural environment resource. The SPG identifies the main
habitatsand features, and sets out detailed policies, principles and guidelines for nature conservation
activity, as well as providing a strategy for future work.
ENV3) Canalside Development in Birmingham - Design Guidelines notes the historic importance of the
City’s canals and their potential for tourism, recreation and leisure, which is also reflected in the
Conservation Strategy (SPG). In addition to this, the Canalside Development in Birmingham - Design
Guidelines draft (SPG) is aimed at developers and designers, and will provide detailed urban design
principles to guide development adjacent to canals. (note: this document cannot longer be located on
the Birmingham City Council website so may have been replaced by other policies/documents).
ENV4) Birmingham Canals Action Plan – notes that the Birmingham Canals Action Plan will be a
strategy for future environmental improvements to the canal network, and will identify the
main principles and priorities for action. (As above, this document cannot longer be located
on the Birmingham City Council website so may have been replaced by other
policies/documents).
Supplementary Planning Documents (SPD)
Birmingham City Council has published a wide array of supplementary planning documents to support
policies contained in the BDP. These documents do not have statutory status but provide greater levels
of detail on specific topics, such as car parking or urban design, or specific geographic areas of the city.
The most relevant of these documents is probably the Wider Selly Oak Supplementary Planning
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Document (June 2015) which expresses the vision for the wider Selly Oak area, and sets out policies to
guide development and support the unprecedented levels of investment taking place in this part of
the city.
Wider Selly Oak, Supplementary Planning Document, (June 2015)
Selly Oak and the adjoining part of Edgbaston is experiencing major, unprecedented investment in
strategic healthcare, research and educational facilities, bringing about transformational change to
this unique area of Birmingham. The area is set to become one of Europe’s largest regeneration areas,
with many exciting opportunities available, not just in these fields but to improve local
commercial and residential areas.
The SPD’s covers an area from Bournbrook Road in the East to Harbourne Road in the west. It
identifies key development sites, proposes policies to guide development and assist in the
determination of planning applications, and provides a framework to support co-ordinated
action amongst developers, investors, the City Council and its partner organisations. Delivery
of new infrastructure and enhancement of existing assets such as canals and areas of ecological values
will be important for improving quality of life for all.
The SPD places great emphasis on maximising the potential of the canals and existing canal corridors. A
map accompanying the SPD’s vision statement identifies the line of the Lapal canal as “Potential
Canal Restoration/ Safeguarding”pp.7. Reinstatement of the Dudley No2 (Lapal) canal and the link to
the Worcester and Birmingham Canal across the Birmingham Battery site is supported. The SPD builds
on such policies noting that all new development will build positively on assets like the canal, trees,
ecology/ biodiversity and the historic environment. Improvements to the Worcester and
Birmingham Canal are identified including a new public plaza adjacent to Bristol Road and towpath
improvements.
With regards to nature conservation it is noted that Birmingham and the Black Country is one of the
first 12 ‘Nature Improvement Areas’ (NIA) in England. With a network of wildlife corridors and Sites of
Local Importance for Nature Conservation, (including the Bourn Brook, the canal, railway, and a
number of green spaces), the key priorities are to protect and enhance the areas rich biodiversity,
which will contribute to NIA objectives. Where possible (and if funding allows), historic aquatic
habitats should be restored along with canal walkways..
The SPD notes that there is a requirement for new open space and that the quality of much of the
areas open space needs improving. “The key objectives of this SPD are to encourage the completion of the
missing links in the linear open space network, and improvements to the amount, quality and
accessibility of open space and playing fields.pp.20” with regards to the Lapal canal it is noted that
proposals for the development of the Birmingham Battery site should secure the re-instatement of
part of the former Dudley No 2 (Lapal) Canal, or safeguard a route through the site to enable the future
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reinstatement of the canal. Indeed, with regard to the Birmingham Battery site the document
notes “Development should take advantage of canalside setting - with frontages to Birmingham
and Worcester Canal, and the recreated Lapal Canal or safeguarded route. Maximising opportunities for
canalside activity eg. cafés/restaurants”pp32.
Other Supplementary Planning Documents
Once proposals for the canal are further developed and refined, and when preparing a
planning application for development, it would be diligent to review the principles set out in
the following documents:
Access for People with disabilities SPD (March 2013)
Green Living Spaces Plan (2013)
Nature Conservation Strategy for Birmingham (March 1997)
Places for all (November 2001)
Regeneration through Conservation: Birmingham Conservation Strategy (1999).
Conclusion
Restoration of the Dudley No 2 Canal provides a significant number of opportunities to meet the
objectives identified with the policy framework set by the Birmingham Development Plan.
The line of the canal sits adjacent to an allocated area of investment and regeneration, and would
help to provide enhanced opportunities for walking and cycling, which are linked to, public
transport. It would complement existing areas designated for their wildlife value and provide
another link in the green infrastructure network, which could also be used as a recreational
route for visitors and residents. A restored canal could offer the opportunity to address some of the
local challenges caused by climate change by providing a facility into which surface water run-off
could drain and which has a natural cooling effect on the local environment. Finally a restored
canal would meet the Plan’s aims to restore heritage features, something which will be secured
through development proposals where appropriate. With all this in mind it can be concluded
that the planning policy framework for restoration of the Dudley No 2 Canal is highly
favourable, especially at the local planning authority level.
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APPENDIX EIGHT
Habitat

Prepared by Victoria Hillman of Moss Naylor Young

A site visit and walkover was carried out to provide information on the current habitats.
A desk study was carried out using all available public information to investigate the presence of
species in the proposed area including previous Ecological Survey reports.
The National Biodiversity Network (https://nbn.org.uk/) and Record Pool
(https://www.recordpool.org.uk/index.php) websites were reviewed for information on
species recorded at the site and within 1km of the boundary of the proposed area.
The walk-over survey was carried out in May that was limited to public access areas including
footpaths and public open spaces. The purpose of the site walk-over was to assess the current
habitats, the ecological value of the site, the opportunities to enhance the existing habitats and
the potential to create new habitats and to assess potential for negative impacts from the
proposed development and did not try to compile a list of species present at the site.
Desk Study Results
There are no internationally important sites for nature conservation within 1km of the proposed
canal route. The route is not located on or adjacent to any known statutory protected sites with
Edgbaston Pool Site Of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI) located 1.85km from Selly Oak Park and
Woodgate Valley Local Nature Reserve less than 500m from California.
Birds
The habitats along the proposed route of the canal provide suitable foraging and breeding sites
for birds. No protected species of birds have been recorded.
Bats
Previous studies have recorded the presence of several species of bats in the surveyed area. The trees
lining the proposed canal route provide suitable foraging, commuting and roosting opportunities
for bats.
Badgers
Previous studies have shown evidence of badgers using the area but no setts were found.
Otters
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No evidence was found of the presence of otters, there is a lack of flowing water and suitable
habitat for them along the proposed canal route.
Water Vole
No evidence was found for the presence of water vole, there is a lack of suitable habitat along
the proposed canal route.
Amphibians and Reptiles
No amphibians or reptiles have been recorded within 1km of the proposed route.
Invasive Species
Japanese knotweed (Fallopia japonica) and Giant Hogweed (Heracleum mantegazzianum) have been
recorded along the proposed route, both species are listed in Schedule 9 Part II of the Wildlife
and Countryside Act 1981 (as amended) as invasive species. Both plants species are classified as
controlled waste and if not treated on site must be disposed of an appropriately licensed landfill
site. This may have been dealt with since records were collected
Ecological Opportunities
Canals are important wildlife corridors and networks of natural habitats enabling species to
move between sites safely and colonise new areas. The restoration of the proposed canal route
has the potential to create an ecologically valuable wildlife corridor linking areas that already exist.
Along the proposed route where there are wider areas there is the potential to create small areas of
wildflowers, wildlife ponds and invertebrate hotels creating space for nature and to add to the
biodiversity of the area.
The speed at which the pond at the Selly Oak Park end of the route has been re-colonised by plants
and invertebrates is encouraging and the creation of wildlife ponds along the route at the wider
areas could provide vital habitats and breeding sites for invertebrates and amphibians.
Creating a corridor along the route of the canal would not only create space for nature and
important breeding, commuting and foraging habitats but it would also create space for people
to reconnect with nature and space for mental well being. There is the potential to include
an educational component through the creation of information boards on what species to look
out along the canal.
There is the opportunity to increase the value of the site for roosting bats through careful
management of the trees lining the canal route.
Currently the habitat is of poor quality for water voles, however creating suitable banks and areas
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for them during the development works could lead to re-colonisation.
Potential Impacts Of The Development
During the work period there will inevitably be adverse effects on the habitats, appropriate
mitigation measures can be put in place during this period. The restoration work has the
potential to improve already resent habitats and create new habitats and corridors for wildlife.
Digging, clearing and removal of soil and debris from the proposed canal route has the potential
to disturb small mammals and amphibians which may be present in the area. Care should be taken
and soil and debris checked for small mammals and amphibians that could be sheltering in the debris
prior to removal, if any are found they should be moved to safe areas away from the works.
f any protected species are discovered during the clearing work these must be reported to an
ecologist for further investigation.
Removal of mature trees may lead to loss of habitat and breaks in the wildlife corridors.
Recommendations
Further detailed ecological surveys are required prior to the commencement of any works due to
the potential for colonisation of the site. The surveys should be undertaken at the appropriate
times as listed in the following table:

Species

Period

Vegetation

March - August

Amphibians

April - May

(Including Great
crested Newt)
Bats

January - March
May - September

Optimum survey period to record vegetation
Critical survey period as they migrate to and
from breeding ponds.

Inspection of trees and structures for roosting
bats
Emergence and activity

Specific Areas to Survey
The pond that has formed near to Selly Oak Park is surveyed for presence or absence of amphibians
as the pond is now colonised with vegetation and invertebrates.
The mature trees along the canal route are surveyed for potential bat roosts. Previous surveys have
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identified some of the mature trees as having good quality roosting potential for crevice-dwelling
bat species and as such development works should not be carried out until surveys are complete.
The footbridge that crosses over the proposed canal route is surveyed for roosting bats due to
the presence of potential roosting features for bats and the presence of a roosting Myotis
species recorded in previous studies. Full bat surveys should be carried out to determine the
current status of the footbridge in terms of roosting bats.
If bat surveys conclude that bats are utilising either the trees and/or the footbridge, a
European Protected Species Licence (EPSL) will be required prior to the removal of the trees or any
work being carried out on the footbridge.

General Surveys/Checks
Badgers
It is unlikely that badgers the site regularly but previous surveys have noted the presence of tracks, as
such it is recommended that a pre-start check of the area for badger activity and setts is undertaken.
This will enable further recommendations to be made prior to the commencement of works.
Otters
The proposed canal route is currently unsuitable for otters due to the lack of flowing water and
as such it is highly unlikely that otters are present. No further action would be required in
terms of mitigation for otters.
Water Voles
The proposed canal route is currently unsuitable for water voles due to the lack of flowing water
and lack of suitable earthen banks on either side of the proposed canal route and as such it is highly
unlikely that water voles are present. No further action would be required in terms of
mitigation for water voles.
Birds
Semi-mature and mature trees, tall grasses and ruderal species along the proposed canal route both
in the canal bed and along the banks provide potentially suitable habitat for shelter and
nesting opportunities. It is recommended that any vegetation, including trees, that needs to be
removed should be carried out outside the bird breeding season (1st February - 30th September), any
nests and associated vegetation should be left intact until the young have fledged the nest and
the nest is no longer in use. If vegetation removal is to occur during the breeding season, an
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ecologist must check all vegetation for active nests.
Removal of Invasive Species
It is recommended that both the Schedule 9 invasive species, Japanese knotweed and Giant Hogweed,
are removed by a suitable contractor and the areas are monitored over a period of three years
to check for complete removal of the species. It is worth noting that the sap from Giant
Hogweed contains a toxic chemical that if it comes into contact with the skin can cause severe
blistering which can re-occur for several years.
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APPENDIX NINE
DUDLEY NO. 2 CANAL
SELLY OAK PARK–CALIFORNIA, BIRMINGHAM
ARCHAEOLOGICAL DESK-BASED ASSESSMENT 2018

Illustrations by Nigel Dodds
For: Lapal Canal Trust

This report is based on a desk-based assessment written by Alex Jones BA, MA, MIfA. In its
original form the report has 97 pages and it has been extensively edited by the Lapal Canal
Trust so it can be included in the appendices of the Feasibility Study, For reference the
original contents page and list of figures are included at the back of the report The original
report has been produced to the standard required for planning applications and will be
used to support future planning applications. The full report is available on the Lapal Canal
Trust web site.www.lapal.org . It’s of particular interest that the canal was the main historic
influence on the development of Selly Oak during the 19th century as an important
Industrial centre.
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DUDLEY NO. 2 CANAL
SELLY OAK PARK–CALIFORNIA, BIRMINGHAM ARCHAEOLOGICAL DESK- BASED
ASSESSMENT 2018
Condensed Version of the Report
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1.0 : SUMMARY AND INTRODUCTION
In 2014 and 2018 AJ ARCHAEOLOGY was commissioned by the Lapal Canal Trust to undertake
assessments of two disused and infilled lengths of the Dudley No. 2 Canal in Birmingham, from
California in the west (NGR SP 035829) to Selly Oak Park in the east (SP400282). The report was
commissioned to inform proposals for the restoration of this length of the canal following its
original route.
The report describes the canal section in Selly Oak Park. Here some of the dumped material
within the canal has been removed, and the brick walls of the former Harborne Wharf have
been restored. This length of the canal includes a brick footbridge. The report describes the
canal section between the western end of Selly Oak Park and California, a distance of 1.8km.
This length of the canal has been infilled. Most comprises a footpath, although the canal also
crosses a Council depot and an open grassed area. This part of the canal adjoins Weoley Castle,
a fortified medieval Manor House which is a Scheduled Ancient Monument, and also crosses
the Stonehouse Brook. To the west of this section lies the infilled Lapal Tunnel.
Construction of the canal was authorised by an Act dated 1793. The selected route was level
between the Dudley Canal at Netherton in the west and the Worcester and Birmingham Canal
at Selly Oak, Birmingham in the east, a distance of nearly eleven miles. It included the 3,795
yard long Lapal Tunnel. Cutting of the canal began in 1794 and was completed in 1798. The
canal linked the mineral-rich Black Country with Birmingham. The Lapal Tunnel was finally
closed in 1917 after subsidence, although the eastern end of the canal from California to Selly
Oak, the subject of this assessment, continued in use until the 1930s.
The western part of this route developed as a centre for clay quarrying and the manufacture
of brick and tile in the later 19th century, to take advantage of the local raw materials,
including coal, and the canal to transport the finished products. The remainder of this part of
the canal remained rural in character, despite the development of a growing suburb and
industrial complex at Selly Oak, at the junction of the Worcester and Birmingham Canal, the
Dudley No. 2 Canal and the Birmingham and West Suburban Railway, which incorporated a
station and goods yard at Selly Oak. Within Selly Oak Park the canal included Harborne Wharf,
which adjoined a boat building yard (Monk’s Wharf).
Following the procedure established for the restoration of the canal at Harborne Wharf in Selly
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Oak Park the aim of restoration should be to retain the original canal lining and other historic
features where possible, to minimise disturbance to the surviving fabric of the canal, and the
cost of restoration. Interpretation panels should be provided to illustrate the importance of
this canal for the development of Selly Oak as an important industrial centre in the 19th
century.
2. DISCUSSION OF SIGNIFICANCE
Before the network of canals were built Birmingham’s inland position at a distance from
navigable waterways put it at a disadvantage with other large manufacturing centres
(Hadfield 1969, 33). Canals provided a cheap means of transport for raw materials, chiefly
coal, limestone and iron within the local area, and also connected its factories with wider
markets in the surrounding regions. Birmingham was at the centre of the national canal
network.
The main purpose of the Dudley No. 2 Canal was to give coal from the Dudley and
Stourbridge areas access to wider markets. The opening of the Stratford Canal’s junction
with the Birmingham and Worcester Canal initiated a further route towards Oxford and
London. Other markets for coal were opened-up when the Worcester and Birmingham Canal
was completed to the River Severn in 1815, and the Stratford Canal was opened to the
Upper Avon in mid-1816. From its opening in 1798, the Dudley Canal Company were only
able to pay a dividend from 1804 onwards. The Dudley No. 2 Canal was built in competition
with the Birmingham Canal which linked the coalfields of south Staffordshire with
Birmingham, and also with Bristol, Liverpool and Hull. Freight along the Birmingham Canal
was delayed by the numerous locks along that route. In contrast, the Dudley No. 2 Canal had
no locks, although boats were delayed passing through the Lapal Tunnel.
Canals played a key role in the development of Selly Oak as an industrial centre. They provide
an important reminder of the area’s industrial past. In particular, the junction of the two canals
and the turnpike road (now the modern A38) formed a communication hub unique in the
Birmingham at the time, which stimulated the growth of trade and industry. The canal side
wharves allowed raw materials arriving by canal to be taken to their final destination by road.
3. BACKGROUND
3.1 Canals in Birmingham and its surrounds
Before canals were built, Birmingham’s inland position at a distance from navigable
waterways put it at a disadvantage compared with most other large manufacturing centres
(Hadfield 1969). The roads were often in poor condition and overcrowded with traffic. The
first major canal was the Birmingham Canal, for which an Act was obtained in 1768. This was
the most important canal for commerce and industry, and formed the basis of the
development of the Birmingham Canal Navigations which comprised the core of the midland
canal system in the 19th century.
Following the authorisation of the Staffordshire and Worcestershire Canal in 1766, which
linked the River Severn with the Trent and Mersey Canal, a subscription was launched in
1767 to build a canal from Birmingham to Wolverhampton, linking with the Staffordshire
and Worcestershire at Aldersley (Staffordshire). The act was obtained in February 1768
(Hadfield 1969, 64) and the canal was finally completed in 1772. The benefits of this canal
were twofold: not only bringing coal more cheaply to Birmingham from the south
Staffordshire coalfields, but it also linked Birmingham with Bristol, Liverpool and Hull (VCH
1964, 33). Canal building significantly improved Birmingham’s communications with other
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parts of the country
A new trade route between Birmingham and the River Severn was opened-up when the
Dudley Canal Company built a new cut, authorised in 1785 from Black Delph, to the
northeast of Stourbridge through the Dudley Tunnel to Tipton Green (Staffordshire) to link
with the Birmingham Canal. The Dudley Canal was also connected with the Stourbridge
Canal and the Staffordshire and Worcestershire Canal. Before this canal was completed the
Worcester and Birmingham Canal was authorised, providing a further link to the River
Severn.
In 1794 the Dudley Canal Company began a new cut, the Dudley No. 2 (Lapal) Canal linking its
own canal with the Worcester and Birmingham Canal at Selly Oak. This resulted from an
agreement between the Worcester and Birmingham and the Dudley to extend the Dudley
Canal to the Worcester and Birmingham Canal, to give coal from the Dudley and Stourbridge
areas a market down the Worcester and Birmingham to the River Severn, and also via the
proposed Stratford-upon-Avon Canal and the Kingswood branch to the proposed Warwick
Canal towards London and Oxford (Hadfield 1969, 83).
The Warwick and Birmingham Canal joined the Birmingham and Fazeley Canal at Digbeth and
provided on its opening in 1799 a more direct route from Birmingham to London, particularly
after the opening of the Grand Junction Canal in 1805. The Stratford-on-Avon Canal was
completed as far as Hockley Heath in 1796, joining with the Worcester and Birmingham at
King’s Norton (VCH 1964, 34).
Following the opening of the Worcester and Birmingham the network of canals in
Birmingham was largely complete. Later developments included the opening of the
Birmingham and Liverpool Junction Canal which provided a shorter route to the River Mersey,
the Birmingham and Warwick Junction Canal, linking to the Warwick and Birmingham Canal,
the Birmingham and Fazeley Canal, and the opening of the Netherton Tunnel to shorten the
route to the Stour valley. By the middle of the 19th century the Birmingham Canal
Navigations had become the hub of the national canal network.
By 1846 the canal network in and around Birmingham had become vested in a single
company, the Birmingham Canal Navigations, as a result of mergers in 1784, 1840 and finally
the merger with the Dudley Canal Company in 1846 (ibid., 35).
Tonnage carried by Birmingham Canal Navigations rose to 8½ million in 1898, before falling
to 7½ million in 1905. These totals were far higher than any other canal company operating in
the same period. In the early part of the 20th century the Birmingham canals formed 3.1% of
the total national mileage of navigable waterways, but carried over 19% of the total tonnage
of goods. The Birmingham area was notable for the size of the short haul traffic between mills
and works (Hadfield 1969, 258), which was not suitable for the railways. Many collieries had
no rail access, and
adjoined canals making canal boats suitable for the short journeys between works and railway
interchange basins (ibid.).
In the early 20th century the Birmingham canals declined in importance, although not as
swiftly as others.
The Birmingham canals continued to be used for collection and delivery between factories
and railways.
3.2 Dudley No. 2 Canal
Shortly after completing the Dudley Tunnel, the Dudley Canal shareholders decided on a
further expansion. Influenced by ‘canal mania’, a meeting in Birmingham under the
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chairmanship of Isaac Spooner on 31st August 1792 was held to promote a new canal from
Birmingham to the Netherton collieries (Hadfield 1969, 106). At a meeting of the canal
committee on the following day it was decided that ‘an extension of the present Dudley Canal
to the Town of Birmingham and the Worcester Canal will be highly advantageous to the
Interests of this Company and it is proper to be carried into execution’.
Following contact with the solicitor to the Worcester and Birmingham Canal it was agreed
that the Dudley Canal Company would take responsibility for constructing the extension. The
line was surveyed by John Snape (Jones 2014, fig. 4) and an Act was obtained in 1793.
The selected route was level from the Dudley Canal at Netherton in the west, through
Halesowen and Lapal, to the Worcester and Birmingham Canal at Selly Oak in the east
(Hadfield 1969, 107). The new route was nearly eleven miles long, including the 3,795 yard
long Lapal Tunnel, the fourth longest tunnel in England The bill for the Dudley No. 2 Canal was
strongly opposed by the Birmingham Canal Company, the Staffordshire and Worcestershire
Canal and the5iron and other manufacturers of Wolverhampton who did not wish the cheap
coal they enjoyed to find a broader market.
The surveyors setting out the line were instructed to avoid all deep cuttings and substantial
embankments, probably because of fear of subsidence. Cutting of the canal began in 1794 and
by 28 May 1798 the new canal was reported to be ‘completely open’.
The canal was not immediately profitable. The opening of the Stratford Canal’s junction with
the Warwick and Birmingham in 1802 provided a route for coal towards London. Further
markets for coal were found on the completion of the Worcester and Birmingham Canal in
1815, and the Stratford Canal was opened to the upper Avon in 1816 (ibid., 109). A dividend
was first paid in 1804. Dividends did not rise above 2% until 1819, and then rose to 4¼% in
1826, and then fluctuated between 2½% and 5% up to 1846 when the company ceased to be
independent.
The Lapal Tunnel was a source of problems, mainly arising from subsidence due to nearby
mining, and the long time taken for boats to pass through the tunnel (up to four hours). In
1841 a steam pumping engine was placed near the mouth of the tunnel, which, in
combination with stop locks at each end of the tunnel created
current to help boats through (ibid., 112). The Lapal Tunnel was finally closed after subsidence
in June 1917 when it was decided that tunnel repairs would be uneconomic. The eastern end
of the canal, including the canal from California to Selly Oak continued in use until the 1930s
to serve the California brickworks.
There are no boat building yards listed in trade directories along the Lapal Canal, or elsewhere
in Birmingham from 1803 to 1839. The earliest entry relating to a boat building yard along the
Dudley No. 2 Canal is dated 1845, when William Monk Senior is a described as a boat builder
and coal merchant in Selly Oak, trading from Monk’s Wharf, adjoining Harborne Lane. He is
recorded as a boat builder until 1872. A coal dealer, William Monk, presumably his son, is
recorded in directories dating from 1875 to 1879. The business became known as Monk Bros
from 1895 to 1906, trading from Selly Oak Wharf, along the Dudley No. 2 Canal and at 193
High St (now Bristol Road), Selly Oak. The coal dealing business could have succeeded the boat
building yard.
Other members of the Monk family are listed as trading in the area. Edward Monk was listed
as a pleasure boat proprietor and keeper of Harborne Reservoir in 1901. A van and coach
builder, John P Monk is listed from 1917 to 1938, trading from premises at 245 Harborne
Lane. A firm of pleasure boat hirers, J P Monk are listed in 1945 and 1949, trading from
premises in Harborne Lane. The Monk family was associated with boat building and pleasure
boat hire in Selly Oak for over a century, although this activity may not have been continuous.
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3.3 Canals and the development of Selly Oak
Canals played a central role in the development of Selly Oak as an industrial and residential
area.
The completion of the Dudley No. 2 Canal provided a major impetus to the growth of Selly
Oak when it was completed to connect with the Worcester–Birmingham Canal in 1798 (Goad
2005, 98). The canal linked the mineral-rich Black Country with Birmingham, allowing through
traffic which could bypass locks. The junction of the two canals and an adjoining turnpike
road formed a communication hub unique at its time in the Birmingham area, which
stimulated the growth of trade and industry (Goad 2005, 98). The canal side wharves allowed
raw materials brought in by canal to be
taken to their final destination by road. Three excavated lime kilns formed part of a ‘battery’
of five kilns, built at the beginning of the 19th century, and in use until at least the middle of
the 19th century, when a major rebuild took place (Goad 2005, 98). Expansion of this industry
was a result of the demand for new housing in the Selly Oak area; both factories and houses
would have required lime mortar for their construction.
According to Goad (2005, 98) the Selly Oak area remained agricultural in character focused
around a small village until the changes brought by the construction of the Worcester and
Birmingham and Dudley No. 2 Canals. The Worcester and Birmingham Canal was finally
completed in 1772. The opening of the Dudley No. 2 Canal to connect with the Worcester and
Birmingham Canal in 1798 provided the catalyst for the development of Selly Oak. The canal
was built to limit the problems of high tolls along the first Dudley Canal, which joined the
Birmingham Canal at Tipton. This was subject to high tolls at the Tipton junction (Goad 2005,
98). The No. 2 provided a ‘bypass’, linking the mineral rich Black Country with Birmingham and
beyond. This canal was also designed for speed, since there were no locks along its route.
Canals allowed raw materials such as coal and limestone to be transported for use in
agriculture or industry (Goad 2005, 98). A series wharves, basins and docks were clustered
around this canal junction. From the lime kilns the lime could have been transported into the
city by canal or by road.
The large amount of traffic along the canals provided the impetus for the establishment of a
number of businesses adjoining the junction, which initially comprised coal merchants in
addition to the lime kilns. The 1840 tithe map (see below) illustrates two lime wharves, one at
the former Goodman’s Yard site excavated in 2004 (Goad 2005), and the kilns owned by
William Summerfield located on the southern side of the Dudley No. 2 Canal. The
establishment of these industries and the later industrial growth in the area created a demand
for housing for the workers. The new industrial buildings and new dwelling houses alike would
have required lime mortar for their construction. Production of lime mortar in large quantities
became more common as a result of the Industrial Revolution. Mortar, with a lime base and
with varying amounts of sand was a traditional means of bonding brickwork and masonry. The
scale of the demand for mortar in the 18th and 19th centuries required the construction of
large kiln complexes, such as the excavated example at Selly Oak which was capable of
processing large quantities of raw materials into quicklime. Farmland also required the
application of lime to negate natural soil acidity.
From the early 19th century a wider range of uses for lime were developed. Although initially
used for agriculture, it became important for many industrial processes. It was used in place
of limestone as a flux in blast furnaces, and in the manufacture of cooling drinks, in dyeing and
printing. John and Edward Sturge founded a chemical manufacturing factory in Selly Oak in
1833. The brothers manufactured citric acid crystals there until 1844. Lime was also used as
an important part of the purification process of the gas industry. The city’s first gas works was
located at the terminus of the Worcester and Birmingham Canal in Gas Street, opened in
1818. Leather tanning also required lime during the early stages. By the early 19th century the
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medieval–early post- medieval tanneries in central Birmingham had largely disappeared, but
more outlying tanneries, including the Oak Tree Tannery in Selly Oak were recorded. The
tannery was located between the Dudley No. 2 Canal and Harborne Lane.
Some of the Victorian shops along the Bristol Road frontage have been retained. Most if not
all industrial premises have moved away from Selly Oak, which is now dominated by student
accommodation. The character of Selly Oak has been transformed, and its historic function as
an industrial centre has been lost.
3.4 Medieval
Weoley Castle (MBM102) is a fortified Manor House occupied from the 12th to the 16th
century. It was built by the Somery family of Dudley Castle. It was constructed in sandstone
with six towers and a deep moat. Excavations have identified timber buildings dating c 1150–
1260 forming the earliest phase of the site. The structures included a stone great hall, timber
kitchen and timber corridor. Four further phases of activity were recorded from c 1270 to
1600, following construction of the moat and deposition of the platform, including a stone
curtain wall, six towers and stone buildings with tiled roofs. The remains of a timber bridge
have been found by excavation on the east side of the moat. The finds include a surprising
amount of imported pottery – from Syria, Byzantium, Spain and Holland. A survey of 1424
(Symons 1985, 50) describes a great hall, kitchen, pantry, buttery, chapel and vestry,
bakehouse and brewhouse. In addition, there was a garden to the west of the great hall.
Richard Jervoise, a London merchant bought the manor in 1531 from Edward Sutton, Lord
Dudley.
As described in the survey of 1424, the outer court (Symons 1985) comprised a gatehouse,
barn, stables, laundry, and a dairy. The survey also mentions a watermill, garden and park,
which are unlocated. Use of the phase ‘Outer Court’ implies that these buildings were located
outside the moat. Symons suggests these buildings were located to the west of the moat, in
which case the canal may have cut through the northern boundary of the outer court (ibid.,
51). Blockley who compiled a Conservation Management Plan of the site in 2006 suggested
that the outer court lay to the northwest of the moat, around Stonehouse Farm because such
outer courts typically comprised a nclosely spaced cluster of buildings, the farm structure is
made from the same stone as Weoley Castle and the tall narrow form of the west wing is
suggestive of late medieval gatehouse structures.
3.5 Post-medieval
Harborne Mill (3205, MBM936), which may have originated in the 16th century was located
adjoining the Bourne Brook. In the 18th century it was the property of a gunsmith, and it
operated as a boring mill until c 1819. After a short period of use as a wire mill it was used
for corn grinding in the 1830s. In 1863 the mill was used for the manufacture of steel pins.
The premises were formerly incorporated within a dairy, but were later used as the premises
of a tyre fitting and exhaust business. Recently the building had a fire, but was rebuilt with a
new roof, and is now occupied as offices. Part of the former brick mill remains standing, and
the wheelpit and pool dam can still be traced.
A group of approximately five lime kilns (21192, MBM2858) are mapped to the south of the
Dudley No. 2 Canal in a lime wharf (to the east of the present Harborne Lane) owned by
William Summerfield on the 1840 Northfield Tithe map (see below).
A total of five lime kilns (20725, MBM2379) were mapped in 1828 in a basin at the junction
of the Worcester and Birmingham and the Dudley No. 2 canals. Three were excavated in
2003 (Goad 2005). The three excavated kilns were horseshoe shaped intermittent flare kilns,
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probably originally with a bottle-shaped or domed top. Two of the kilns were of two phases.
The later kilns were associated with a retaining wall adjoining the canal basin, which
probably supported a charging ramp. Raked-out kiln material had been deposited outside
the kilns, raising the ground level. The ‘grouped’ arrangement of lime kilns could suggest
that production of lime may have been continuous, with alternate cleaning-out and firing of
the kilns, in order to maintain continuous production (Goad 2005, 103). The kilns went out of
use by 1870, when a railway viaduct was cut across them.
The excavated lime kilns were used for the production of lime used in the building trade and
agriculture. The kilns were located on the east bank of the canal, between a dock and a
basin, to take advantage of the junction between the two canals. Lime could have been
transported into the city or into the country. It was used in a variety of industrial processes,
including blast furnaces (Goad 2005, 102), the manufacture of cooling drinks, dyeing
processes, and printing, and was also used in the purification of gas (ibid., 102), as well as in
the early stages of tanning, to loosen animal hair and outer tissues.
The kilns were constructed as a result of the cutting of the Dudley No. 2 Canal which
facilitated the importation of the raw materials. It would have been cheaper to produce lime
locally than to transport processed lime from a more distant source. Prior to the completion
of the Dudley No. 2 Canal lime would have been transported along the Worcester and
Birmingham Canal, or by turnpike road, which was subject to tolls, increasing the costs of the
raw material (Goad 2005, 112).
The construction of canals required a source of labour. In the 1840 tithe map a field
adjoining the canal is named
‘barrack piece’, the word in this context signifying accommodation for the canal navvies
(Goad 2005, 113).
A pair of late 19th century houses (2283, MBM549) adjoining Bristol Road are arranged
symmetrically, to the left
and right of a small park. Each house is of two storeys, and is L-shaped in plan. The buildings
are listed (Grade II).
Selly Oak Electricity Sub-Station (2284, MBM550) is a brick and terracotta building c 1890 in
a Gothic style associated with Chamberlain. It adjoins Bristol Road from which it appears as a
very tall version of a two storeyed French Gothic Royal Chapel. It has a steeply hipped tiled
roof with terracotta floral bracketed eves cornice and terracotta finials. It is listed (Grade II).
Selly Oak Institute (2287, MBM553), formerly in use as an Adult Education Centre, is a late
19th century mock timber-framed building of three storeys. It is listed (Grade II).
Stonehouse Farm (MBM281), located to the northwest of Weoley Castle, is a two storey
building in red sandstone with a red brick cross wing of early 18th century date and double
gabled brick-rendered south elevation. It is suggested to lie within the outer court of Weoley
Castle, mentioned in a survey dated 1424. The original Stonehouse Farm comprises six
buildings which appear to correspond with the six buildings mentioned in the 1424 survey.
The Stone House is built of the same stone material as Weoley Castle itself, the tall narrow
wing of the west wing is suggestive of medieval gatehouse structures, and the site straddles
a historic road junction close to the historic access to Weoley Castle. It is of mid 17th century
or earlier origin.
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4.0 Drawings and Pictures
1792

Site

James Sheriff map, 1792 ( see Chapter 2, Fig. 2.4)
This map shows in outline the proposed line of the canal from Selly Oak in the east to Netherton in
the west. A number of proposed branch lines towards its western terminus are also shown. The
adjoining canals, comprising the Worcester and Birmingham, the Birmingham, and the Stourbridge
and Dudley are also mapped.

John Snape’s map, 1792 (Fig. 3.8)
This map is probably the earliest surviving map of the then proposed canal route which shows some
detail of the surrounding landscape. The Bourne Brook is mapped to the north of the canal. Walford
Mill is mapped to the southwest of the canal and Harborne Mill to the northeast of the canal. Other
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mapped features include Weoley Castle and Stonehouse Farm in the west of this length of the canal
and a Lodge in the east. The canal cuts through a rural landscape, divided into irregularly-shaped
fields.
The mapped course of the canal differs from the as-built alignment, which includes a couple of loops
(see Fig. 3.11, around point B).

Northfield tithe map, 1840 (Fig. 2.5)
This is the earliest available detailed map of the site, showing the built canal alignment, the
associated structures and adjoining field boundaries. The modern Harborne Lane and the
modern park track across the canal are also mapped.
The land surrounding the canal is a mixture of arable (fields 1282, 1266) and pasture (fields 1224,
1267). Fields 1221 and 1223 are labelled ‘Meadow’. Field 1267 to the north of the canal is called
‘Brook Meadow’, after the Bourne Brook to the north, and is labelled ‘pasture with pits’, presumably
referring to pits dug for clay extraction. To the north of Harborne Wharf is the garden of Thomas
Abbott (field 1278). To the north of the canal the southern part of a reservoir is mapped, together
with part of the course of the Bourne Brook. To the northeast of the reservoir a building, Harborne
Mill, is mapped along the western frontage of Harborne Lane. Field 1270 to the east of Harborne
Lane is named as ‘Holloway Piece’, the name Holloway referring to an ancient trackway.

Plan of part of Dudley Canal, 1848 (Fig. 2.6)
This plan shows the outline of the canal, and some details of the surrounding topography,
including Harborne Lane, the adjoining reservoir, and the existing trackway crossing the canal
within the park. The land adjoining the canal is
annotated as being owned by Joseph W Phipson
Esquire. The Selly Oak Wharf adjoining the canal, including two small buildings, is also mapped
116116

Ordnance Survey, First Edition, 1885/1890 (Fig. 2.12, original scale 1:2500)
Two wharves, a basin to the south of the canal, a brick yard and a tannery are mapped
adjoining the extreme eastern end of the canal (outside the site), close to its junction
with the Worcester and Birmingham Canal. This stretch of the canal includes two locks.
To the south is a factory (Selly Oak Works (Metal)). On the eastern side of Bristol Road
piecemeal development has taken place along Dawlish Road, Tiverton Road and Hubert
Road. Selly Oak Station and the adjoining railway are also mapped.
Within the site the Ordnance Survey map is similar to the 1881 map (Fig. 2.9), although
fewer details are shown by the Ordnance Survey.
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Ordnance Survey, Third Edition, 1916/1917 (Fig. 2.14, original scale 1:2500)
This mapping shows the canal just before it was abandoned as a through-route, with the
collapse of the Lapal Tunnel in 1917.
At the eastern end of the site, adjoining the Worcester and Birmingham Canal, the
arrangement of wharves and factories to the south of the canal is similar to that mapped in
1904 (Fig. 2.13), except that the Selly Oak Metal Works is now re-named the Battery Metal
Works. To the north of the canal a new canal basin has been laid out, incorporating a number
of buildings and tanks, although most of the land adjoining this side of the canal remains
undeveloped. Within the site the arrangement of the canal and associated structures remains
largely unchanged from 1904. Monk’s Wharf is now labelled as a wharf, and the building
shown in the extreme south-eastern corner of the wharf in 1904 has now presumably been
demolished. The arrangement of Harborne Wharf differs slightly from that shown in 1904.
The surrounding areas have not been further developed, possibly because of the First World
War
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Robins, map of the parish of Northfield, 1877 (Fig. 3.14)
This schematic map shows the outline of the canal and the principal roads. The outline of
Weoley Castle is also mapped. This map is notable as the first to show a brickworks complex
on the north bank of the canal, adjoining the eastern portal of the Lapal Tunnel and an
adjoining quarry. Earlier maps (e.g. Fig. 3.13) show two rectangular buildings in the location of
this brickworks which could be a small brickworks). Adjoining this portal is the California Inn,
which gave its name to the district.
The map shows the canal outline, together with the wharf and boatyard. The surrounding road
network is also mapped. In addition to the main Bristol Road through route, a number of side
streets have been built to the west of this road, including Frederick Road, Church Road and
Weoley Park Road. A further road (now Gibbins Road) to the south of Harborne Lane is also
mapped. To the east of Bristol Road a number of streets, including Dawlish Road, Tiverton
Road, Hubert Road and Heeley Road are shown. The line of a railway, closely following the
route of the Worcester and Birmingham Canal, and a station at Selly Oak are also mapped. A
Workhouse (labelled ‘Union Buildings’) is shown to the south of the railway line in the area of
the former Selly Oak Hospital.
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This is probably the most detailed surviving map of the canal and its associated structures. To the east of the site the extreme
eastern end of the canal is mapped (top left of Fig. 2.9), together with wharves, offices, and associated industries, including
lime kilns and a tanning complex to the south of the canal.
This map details the layout of Monk’s Boat Dock (Fig. 2.10), adjoining Harborne Lane. It comprises an irregularly-shaped basin, with a
number of adjoining buildings. In the northeast of the wharf are three adjoining buildings, with other smaller structures further to the
west. A single structure is recorded in the southeast of the dock, with two further structures in the southwest of the dock, and a single
building to the west of the basin.

Dudley Canal from Weoley Castle Bridge to Selly Oak, 1881 (Figs 2.9–2.10
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This map is based on the plan of 1881 (Fig. 2.9) but has been extensively annotated to show details of individual parcels of land disposed of up to
1943. Between the Harborne Lane Bridge and the canal bridge the canal bed and adjoining land, including the former Monk’s Boat Dock has been
sold to Birmingham Corporation; the line of the canal to the west of the bridge was also transferred to the corporation. Other parcels of land
adjoining the canal are shown as transferred to other purchasers, including the Birmingham Battery Co

Undated C19 map, annotated up to 1943
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Harrison plan of Stonehouse Farm, 1835
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This plan is illustrated with north running down the page, so the individual field names can be read. It maps the eastern end of the canal
adjoining the Lapal Tunnel within the estate of Stonehouse Farm. The meandering alignment of the Bourne Brook is shown to the north of the canal.
The canal is cut through a rural landscape, further illustrated by the field names. The names ‘Big Mill Field’ and ‘Little Mill Field’ suggest the proximity
of a mill. A medieval mill is recorded at Weoley Castle (MBM1681), although its location is not known. A number of areas described as meadow are
shown, used for pasture. Land to the north of the
canal is described as ‘Bog’, and the field ‘Silks Moors’ is crossed by a series of parallel ditches, for drainage, a common arrangement in post-medieval
water meadows. The fieldname ‘Cupid’s Parlour’ in the extreme east of the map is intriguing. The field name element ‘Parlour’ means a secluded place
(Field 1974, 144).
Fields named ‘Puppy’s Parlour’ (Barston, Warwickshire), Cupid’s Alley (Duggleby, Yorkshire) and Cupid’s Bower (Stonsford, Dorset) are interpreted as a
secluded place suitable for courtship (ibid.), and Cupid’s Parlour may be similarly interpreted.
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Northfield tithe map, 1840
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This is the earliest detailed map of the whole length of the canal the subject of this report. As illustrated by the maps of 1825 and 1835 the
western part of the canal (C–E) is cut in a series of straight sections, with changes of angle. To the east the line of the canal incorporates three
loops (near B), presumably to keep the canal level, and avoid the requirement for one or more locks. The towpath is clearly mapped to the
north of the canal. Two buildings are depicted adjoining the eastern portal of the Lapal Tunnel
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Plate 2E: Harborne Wharf retaining
wall, view northeast from canal
bridge

Plate 2H Retaining wall along disused
towpath west of canal bridge (2017)
view North

Plate 2G: Canal bridge, west elevation, view: southeast
view: west

Plate 2F : Canal Bridge, east elevation,

Plate 2I: View of modern path adjoining
overgrown
canal hollow, view: west

Plate 2J: Eastern end of canal within Selly Oak Park, view: east
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Drawbridge west of Selly Oak Park, view: west

Drawn record of drawbridge, 1928

Canal looking towards Somery Road bridge1961, view: west,Somery Road bridge, undated, view:
southwest

Aerial view of Battery Park 1950’s, showing scale of Industrial development and the Dudley No 2 Canal
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